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 Executive Summary  
 

The Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust (the Trust) has prepared this Heritage Asset Management 

Strategy (HAMS) in accordance with the requirements of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW).   

Section 170 of the Heritage Act requires State agencies to prepare a Heritage Asset Management 

Strategy to provide a framework for protecting and maintaining heritage items under their 

custodianship, along with information on required processes and priorities, towards the establishment 

of a Heritage and Conservation Register for each State agency.  

This HAMS acknowledges and responds to the State Agency Heritage Guide, issued by the Heritage 

Council of NSW in December 2004, to assist state agencies in complying with their obligations under 

Section 170 of the Heritage Act.   

The Trust was established in 1989 under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)(NPW Act), 

to manage the Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve (the Reserve).  Under amendments to the NPW 

Act, management of the Reserve is being transferred from the Trust to the  Department of 

Environment and Conservation (NSW).  In July 2006, the Trust was responsible for the area of the 

Reserve known as the Visitor Use and Services Zone, with the remaining area, the Conservation 

Management Zone, coming under the management of the DEC.  This report uses the term ‘Park 

Authority’ to allow for either the Trust or DEC to be the future manager of the part of the Reserve 

being referred to. 

This HAMS is arranged as follows: 

Section 1.0 provides the general context and information regarding the Reserve, its size and location, 

its management context, and heritage listings and requirements.  Section 1.0 also sets out the 

requirements following from NSW Government policy and the Heritage Act for the conservation and 

management of heritage assets by State agencies. 

Section 2.0 provides a summary history of the Reserve, a statement of significance for the Reserve 

and a description of the range of heritage assets within the Reserve. 

Section 3.0 sets out the key principles that will guide the Park Authority in its management of heritage 

assets in the VUSZ. 

Section 4.0 includes the five plans as required under Heritage Asset Management Guidelines, as well 

as a completion date for the Heritage and Conservation Register, as required under Section 170 of 

the Heritage Act.  

Section 5.0 comprises four appendices to accompany the HAMS: the draft list of assets within the 

Reserve as of September 2006; the State Heritage Register listing for the Reserve; the NSW 

Heritage Office Maintenance Guidelines, the guidelines for the minimum standard of repair for items 
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on the State Heritage Register and the list of Standard Exemptions from approval as specified in the 

Heritage Act.  

The Reserve is located within the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area and contributes to 

the World Heritage Area’s identified outstanding natural values associated with ongoing ecological 

and biological processes and the development significant natural habitats for the in-situ conservation 

of biological diversity of outstanding universal value.  Recent cave-dating research has indicated that 

Jenolan Caves are the world’s oldest discovered open caves, dating to 340 million years old; 

hundreds of millions of years older than any reported date for an open cave elsewhere. 

The Trust has been managing and conserving the heritage assets within the Reserve since its 

establishment in 1989.  A conservation plan prepared in 1988 for Jenolan Caves House and 

surrounding precincts has been recently augmented by a draft heritage asset register.  Regular 

audits of the condition status of the Reserve’s heritage assets have also aided the on-going 

protection and conservation of natural and cultural heritage.  

In preparing this HAMS the Trust established a Project Management Group that included 

representatives of the DEC and Jenolan Caves Historical and Preservation Society (JCHAPS).  This 

was in recognition of the staged transfer of the Reserve to DEC management, which commenced in 

July 2006, and the important role of the JCHPS in planning and facilitating local heritage 

conservation initiatives.    

The key actions that the Park Authority will undertake in implementing this HAMS include: 

• a ‘gap analysis’ in the identification and planning for heritage assets, which may result in 

additional survey and assessment activity; 

• review and updating of existing conservation planning documents; 

• inclusion of clear responsibilities for the conservation and maintenance of heritage assets in any 

future lease or licence; 

• appropriate consultation with all Indigenous and non-Indigenous stakeholders; regular 

communication between the Trust, DEC, and stakeholders and lessee/licensees, and 

appropriate staff expertise and training; and 

• completion of the Heritage and Conservation Register, required under Section 170 of the 

Heritage Act, on or before December 2009.  

The Reserve is a resource of exceptional heritage value for both the people of New South Wales and 

Australia.  The Park Authority will ensure that these values are kept uppermost in its planning and 

management of the VUSZ within the Reserve and its significant heritage assets. 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1  Background  

This Heritage Asset Management Strategy (HAMS) for the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust (the Trust) 

has been prepared by Godden Mackay Logan, heritage consultants, in association with Trust staff 

and in consultation with the Heritage Office, Department of Planning.   

The Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust (the Trust) is a statutory body established under the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW) (NPW Act), to administer the Jenolan Karst Conservation 

Reserve (the Reserve).  This HAMS has application to the Visitor Use and Services Zone (VUSZ) of 

the Reserve and should be read in association with the relevant Plan of Management for the 

Reserve.   

Under Section 170 of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) (Heritage Act), all State agencies are to prepare 

a Heritage Asset Management Strategy (HAMS) to provide a framework for protecting and 

maintaining heritage items under their custodianship.  The HAMS will also provide information on the 

required processes and priorities for establishing a Heritage and Conservation Register for each 

State Government agency.   

1.2  Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve 

The Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve (the Reserve) is located approximately 130 kilometres west 

of Sydney, within the Oberon local government area, and contains the best known and arguably the 

most remarkable underground limestone caves in Australia.  The Reserve consists of 2,422 

hectares, approximately 1,500 hectares of which is underlain by carbonate rocks (see Figures 1.1 

and 1.2 below).  There are some 45 kilometres of known passageways that are divided into about 

350 caves.   

With more than 230,000 visitors annually, the Reserve is one of New South Wales’ and Australia’s 

foremost tourist destinations, and the oldest, being placed under public management in 1866.  Its 

natural, cultural, historic, scientific and recreational values are of local, regional and state 

significance.  The Reserve is included on the NSW State Heritage Register and is part of the Greater 

Blue Mountains World Heritage Area. 

The majority of visitors to the Reserve come to view its karst system, which contains over 300 tagged 

cave entrances.  Recent cave-dating by Australian geologists indicates that the Jenolan Caves are 

the world’s oldest discovered open caves, dating to 340 million years old; hundreds of millions of 

years older than any reported date for an open cave anywhere in the world.   

A high proportion of the known cave passages within the Reserve are linked, forming a single system 

within three catchments.  This system contains rich troglobitic fauna, outstanding aesthetic qualities, 

and a diverse range of speolothems (cave formations) and deposited minerals.  The Reserve’s karst 

systems also provide ongoing opportunities for education and scientific research. 
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1.3  The Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust  

Prior to 1989, the Reserve was administered by the NSW Tourism Commission.  From 1989 to July 

2006, management of the Reserve has been the responsibility of the Trust, which reports to the 

Minister for the Environment (NSW).  In July 2006, the Reserve’s Conservation Management Zone 

(CMZ), together with Abercrombie, Borenore and Wombeyan Karst Conservation Reserves, which 

were also under the custodianship of the Trust, were transferred to the management of the NSW 

Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC). 

The Trust continues to manage the Reserve’s VUSZ, which, in accordance with the National Parks 

and Wildlife Amendment (Jenolan Caves Reserves) Act 2005, will be transferred to the DEC 

following endorsement of a new Plan of Management for the Reserve by the Minister for the 

Environment.   

The Trust is committed to ensuring that development within the VUSZ is environmentally, socially 

and commercially responsible, and has adopted a precautionary approach when assessing 

development proposals.  While it is operationally self-funding, the Trust has limited capacity to fund 

major capital works, with funding for this purpose provide by the NSW State Government.  The Trust 

is supported in management by staff, scientists and members of the caving community.   

1.4  NSW State Government Agency Heritage Management Context  

The conservation and management of heritage places in the care and control of NSW State 

Government agencies, such as the JCRT, is defined by both statutory instruments and controls and 

by NSW State Government policy made under these controls.   

1.4.1  Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) 

Heritage and Conservation Register  

Under the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) government agencies have specific obligations to manage their 

heritage assets on behalf of the community.  These obligations relate to appropriate identification, 

management and conservation of heritage assets under the ownership or control of the specific 

agency. 

Amendments to the Heritage Act in 1999 oblige NSW State Government agencies to conserve and 

manage their heritage, in addition to reporting on these matters in their annual reports, by introducing 

legally binding requirements relating particularly to notification, reporting, and management policies 

and systems. 

Under Section 170 of the Heritage Act, each government instrumentality is required to establish and 

maintain a Heritage and Conservation Register that details each item of environmental heritage that 

they own or occupy.  This register, (also known as the Section 170 Register), comprises individual 

inventory entries for each item or place that has been identified to be of heritage significance.  The 
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Heritage and Conservation Register is required to include a Thematic History detailing the history 

and operations of the organisation, and sets a context for the heritage assessment of the assets 

under its control.  Listings are required to be completed using the standard State Heritage Inventory 

(SHI) software provided by the Heritage Office, Department of Planning.   

The Heritage Council of NSW endorses each Heritage and Conservation Register and each Heritage 

and Conservation Register is required to be available for public inspection.   

In addition, Section 170A(1) of the Heritage Act requires that if a government instrumentality intends 

to remove an item from the Section 170 Register, transfer ownership, cease to occupy an item 

currently on the Register or demolish an item, it must give the Heritage Council of NSW a minimum 

of 14 days notice. 

Government agencies are also required to report annually on the status of heritage assets under 

their ownership, control or management (Section 170A(4) of the Heritage Act).  The reporting must 

include any information relating to the Heritage and Conservation Register prepared under Section 

170, compliance with the Guidelines disseminated by the Heritage Council of NSW, in January 2005, 

and a statement on the condition of all of the items and land on the Heritage and Conservation 

Register. 

NSW State Heritage Register  

The Heritage Act establishes the State Heritage Register (SHR) for heritage places of State 

significance.  All of the Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve is included on the State Heritage 

Register as item 01698.   

Works proposed to items that are listed on the SHR require approval from the Heritage Council of 

NSW unless they fall within Standard or Site Specific Exemptions under the Heritage Act.  There are 

currently 17 Standard Exemptions and these include activities such as regular ongoing maintenance 

and landscape maintenance.  Some exemptions, such as Standard Exemption No. 8 Non-Significant 
Fabric, require approval from the Director General of the Heritage Office, Department of Planning.  

The Heritage Act Standard Exemptions are included as Appendix D. 

The following additional exemptions were gazetted in relation to the Jenolan Caves SHR listing in 

June 2004: 

1. all activities in accordance with a Plan of Management adopted by the Jenolan Caves Reserve 

Trust and endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW;  

2. works and activities for Caves House set out in a Conservation Management Plan endorsed by 

the Heritage Council of NSW; and 

3. works and activities in accordance with a Conservation Management Plan endorsed by the 

Heritage Council of NSW or Conservation Management Strategy endorsed by the Director of the 

Heritage Office, Department of Planning for any other cultural elements of the Reserve.   
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NSW State Government agencies may also obtain delegations from the Heritage Council of NSW to 

approve certain activities.  There are currently no delegations to the Trust, although the DEC has a 

delegation in relation to the approval of Conservation Management Plans.   

Minimum Standards for Maintenance and Repair  

The Heritage Act defines the minimum standards for the maintenance and repair of a building, work 

or relic that is listed on the SHR or is within a precinct listed on the SHR.   

The minimum standards imposed under Section 118 of the Heritage Act are set out in Part 3 
Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair of the Heritage Regulation 1999.  These minimum 

standards are included in Appendix C.  Clause 11 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 requires regular 

inspections to be undertaken to ensure that minimum standards are met.   

The Trust is responsible for ensuring that all of its heritage items are maintained in accordance with 

the Heritage Act and Heritage Regulation 1999.  The Trust promotes best practice in relation to its 

heritage assets by protecting items from the weather, damage or destruction by fire, security threats, 

and by carrying out both capital works (conservation and maintenance), and undertaking essential 

maintenance and repair to its heritage items as required. 

1.4.2  Principles and Guidelines for the Management of Heritage Assets  

The State Agency Heritage Guide, issued by the NSW Heritage Office under Section 170A of the 

Heritage Act, contains State-Owned Heritage Management Principles, approved by the Minister for 

Planning in December 2004, and Heritage Asset Management Guidelines, endorsed by the Heritage 

Council of NSW in December 2004. 

These documents are underpinned by the NSW Government Total Asset Management Policy and 

the principles and approach as expressed in The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for 
Places of Cultural Significance 1999.   

The State Agency Heritage Guide requires certain actions to be undertaken under Sections 170 and 

170A of the Heritage Act.  The core requirements include: 

• that each agency integrate heritage asset management within overall asset management and 

service delivery, consistent with the recent Treasury requirement for a Total Asset Management 

Plan to be prepared by each agency, as part of its Results and Services Plan; 

• that each agency complete a Heritage Asset Management Strategy (HAMS) to demonstrate how 

compliance with the Principles and Guidelines will be achieved in line with service delivery 

requirements and budget constraints; 

• that each agency’s HAMS contains, or makes reference to, a management action plan, an asset 

maintenance plan, a redundant asset/asset transfer plan, and performance and reporting 

objectives; 
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• that each agency’s HAMS outlines when State agencies will complete their S170 Heritage and 

Conservation Registers (Section 170 Registers); and 

• that each agency provides opportunities to establish self management regimes leading to the 

delegation of Heritage Council of NSW approvals and/or exemptions from the need to obtain 

Heritage Council of NSW approvals. 

Total Asset Management  

Heritage assets form part of the whole of NSW Government resources to be managed under its Total 

Asset Management (TAM) Policy.  The TAM Policy, introduced to achieve better planning and 

management of the State’s assets, requires agencies to prepare and submit TAM plans annually to 

the NSW Treasury.  The NSW Government identifies the effective and efficient management of 

heritage resources as an integral component of wider asset management requirements.   

The TAM Manual includes guidelines on heritage asset management and sustainable development.  

The TAM Manual outlines the preferred heritage asset strategic planning process, and recommends 

the adoption of an agency-wide heritage management policy or strategy.  The Trust addresses the 

heritage requirements of TAM (and its related planning and policy instruments) through its existing 

property management processes.   

In accordance with TAM principles, the Heritage Council of NSW has instructed all NSW Government 

agencies to identify, assess, record and register heritage assets through the preparation of this 

HAMS document and the Heritage and Conservation Register.   

1.5  Management of the Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve 

1.5.1  Approvals  

The Reserve forms part of the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area.  Under the Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999 (Cwlth) (EPBC Act), properties inscribed on the World Heritage 

List are matters of national environmental significance and actions, including project development, 

having the potential to significantly impact on properties of national environmental significance 

require assessment and may require approval from the Commonwealth Minister, unless otherwise 

exempted such as through bilateral agreements entered into by the Commonwealth and the State.   

The Reserve is also included on the State Heritage Register.  Under the Heritage Act, activities for 

properties on the State Heritage Register require approval from the Heritage Council of NSW, unless 

the activities are covered by Standard Exemptions or granted site specific exemptions (see Section 

1.4.1).   

The Reserve is identified under Schedule 2 of the Oberon Local Environmental Plan 1988 (the LEP) 

as a Heritage Conservation Area, and Caves House, Rowe’s Homestead, Limestone Bridge (near 

Grand Arch) and the Six Foot Track are individually listed as items of European Heritage.  Under 
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Clause 32 (3) of the LEP, Council, when determining a development application, is required to take 

into consideration the extent to which the carrying out of the proposed development would effect the 

heritage significance of the heritage item or conservation area.   

1.5.2  Reserve Management Zones  

The Reserve was established under the NPW Act, which requires that a Plan of Management (PoM) 

be prepared to guide its current and future management.  Section 301 of the NPW Act, specifies that 

the conservation of cultural heritage and the public appreciation of and understanding of the karst 

conservation reserve’s natural and cultural values will be considered in the preparation of plans of 

management.  The existing PoM for the Reserve was prepared in 1988.  A new PoM, which identifies 

the Reserve’s revised management arrangements (Section 1.3), is currently on public exhibition with 

its likely endorsement by the Minister for the Environment in 2007.   

To allow the development and application of appropriate management policies, the new plan divides 

the Reserve into two distinct zones: the CMZ and the VUSZ (Figure 1.2). 

The CMZ comprises lands primarily above the surface in which infrastructure and associate activities 

are related to the protection of the Reserve’s natural, cultural and recreational values.  The CMZ 

includes undeveloped (wild) caves, walking tracks, telecommunication lines, management trails and 

the Rock Wallaby enclosure, and covers 98% (2,522 hectares) of the Reserve. 

The VUSZ comprises lands above and below the surface in which infrastructure and associated 

activities are related to the provision of visitor services and facilities.  This zone includes the majority 

of the Reserve’s infrastructure, utilities, its developed and semi-developed caves, and primary 

adventure caves.  The zone is a collection of discontinuous areas covering 2% (50 hectares) of the 

Reserve.  The VUSZ is surrounded by the CMZ.   

Infrastructure within the Reserve includes car parks, accommodation facilities, public and staff 

amenities, offices and work depots and miscellaneous services and utilities.  Development within the 

Reserves show caves includes electrical fittings, protective fences, pathways, and bridges. 

1.5.3  Transfer of Responsibilities 

In November 2005, the National Parks and Wildlife Amendment (Jenolan Caves Reserves) Act 2005 

was passed, providing for the staged transfer of care, control and management of the Reserve to the 

Department of Environment and Conservation.  This Act also provided for the future abolition of the 

Trust and the establishment of a Karst Management Advisory Committee.   

In July 2006, responsibility for the Reserve’s CMZ was transferred from the Trust to the DEC.  

Responsibility for the VUSZ remains with the Trust until such time as the new Plan of Management 

for the Reserve is endorsed by the Minister for the Environment.   

As the Trust historically and currently manages the VUSZ and this HAMS has been prepared for the 

Trust as an agency, the term Trust is generally used in this report.  However, the term Park Authority 
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is used in this HAMS (in particular Table 4.1) as referring to the agency responsible for the future 

management of the VUSZ in recognition that either the Trust or DEC may be responsible for the 

VUSZ depending upon when the transfer of responsibilities between these agencies occurs. 

1.5.4  Lessor/Lessee Arrangements 

Jenolan Caves House (incorporating food outlets and a souvenir shop) was leased to a private 

company from the late 1980s until 2006.  In July 2006, the NSW Government redeemed this lease 

and day-to-day management of this facility is now undertaken by the Trust.   

The Reserve’s Draft Plan of Management 2006, identifies options for the future management of the 

VUSZ including increased involvement by the private sector and the better integration of 

accommodation, hospitality and cave tour services.   

1.5.5  Stakeholders 

The following organisations were identified as key stakeholders in the management of the Reserve 

and will be consulted as part of the implementation of this HAMS: 

• Department of Environment and Conservation  

• Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust staff; 

• Jenolan Caves Historical and Preservation Society; 

• Heritage Council of NSW and Heritage Office, Department of Planning; 

• Oberon Shire Council; 

• Gundungurra Local Aboriginal Land Council; 

• Wiradjuri Local Aboriginal Land Council;  

• Pejar Loacl Aboriginal Land Council 

• Scientific and Environmental Advisory Committee; and 

• Karst Management Advisory Committee. 

1.6  Terms and Abbreviations  

AHIMS: the DEC Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System. 

AMP: Asset Maintenance Plan as defined in the State Agencies Heritage Guide published by the 

Heritage Council of NSW under Section 170 of the Heritage Act. 

ATP: Asset Transfer Plan as defined in the State Agencies Heritage Guide published by the Heritage 

Council of NSW under Section 170 of the Heritage Act. 

Australia ICOMOS: the Australian membership of the International Council on Monuments and Sites. 
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The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, 1999. 

Conservation Management Zone (CMZ): are lands defined in the draft PoM 2006 primarily above the 

surface related to the protection of the Reserve’s natural and cultural and recreational values.  This 

area is 98% of the Reserve area.   

DEC: the NSW Department of Environment and Conservation.  The Blue Mountains Region of DEC 

administers the CMZ from July 2006. 

Draft PoM 2006: the Draft Plan of Management for the Reserve prepared pursuant to the NPW Act. 

EMS: Environmental Management System  

EP&A Act: the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW). 

HAMS: Heritage Asset Management Strategy, defined within the State Agencies Heritage Guide 

published by the Heritage Council of NSW under Section 170 of the Heritage Act.   

Heritage Act: the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW), as amended. 

Heritage Assets: all tangible and intangible assets managed under the care and control of the Trust 

within the State Heritage Register listed area of the Reserve.   

The Heritage Council of NSW: an expert advisory body established under the Heritage Act to advise the 

Minister for Planning.   

KMU: Karst Management Unit of DEC. 

The NSW Heritage Office: a government agency that also assists the Heritage Council of NSW and is 

part of the NSW Department of Planning. 

HHIMS: the DEC Historic Heritage Information Management System. 

NPW Act: refers to the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW). 

Park Authority: as defined in the NPW Act and means the authority who has jurisdiction for each zone 

in the Reserve and may be either the Director General of the Department of Environment and 

Conservation or the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust. 

RATP: Redundant Asset Transfer Plan as defined in the State Agencies Heritage Guide published by 

the Heritage Council of NSW under Section 170 of the Heritage Act. 

Reserve: the Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve, as defined in the NPW Act. 

SECP: Specific Element Conservation Policy  

SHR: State Heritage Register of state significance heritage places established under the NSW 

Heritage Act. 

TAM: Total Asset Management, a NSW Government policy introduced to achieve better planning and 

management of the state’s heritage assets.   

Trust: the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust as defined in the NPW Act. 
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Reserve: the Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve. 

Visitor Use and Services Zone (VUSZ): lands defined in the draft PoM 2006 in which infrastructure and 

associated activities are directly or indirectly related to the provision of visitor services and facilities, 

including most caves, and represents 2% of the Reserve area.   

1.7  Authorship and Acknowledgements  

This HAMS was prepared by Geoff Ashley, Senior Associate, with the assistance of Thomas 

Trudeau, Heritage Consultant.  Professor Richard Mackay, AM, Director of Godden Mackay Logan, 

provided input and reviewed the report.   

Acknowledgement is made for the assistance and input provided by Stephen Meehan, Senior 

Environment Manager, Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust and the guidance of Tim Smith, Senior 

Heritage Officer, Heritage Office, Department of Planning.   

Acknowledgement is also made to Project Management Group established to assist and provide 

input to the HAMS including Steve Reilly, Manager JCRT, Grant Commins A/Manager Visitor 

Services JCRT, John Callaghan Visitor Services, JCRT.  Robin Aitken Project Officer DEC, John 

Moghaddas Asset Manager DEC and Fiona Mandelc, Manager, Blue Mountains Region, DEC. 
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Figure 1.1  Map showing general locality of Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve. 
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Figure 1.2  Map of the Reserve showing the two Reserve Zones. 
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2.0 Historical Overview, Heritage Resources, and Significance 

2.1  Historical Overview  

The following historical overview is drawn from the State Heritage Register listing for the Reserve  

and the Caves House Precinct and the Jenolan Caves Reserve: Conservation Plan (Built 

Environment) Volumes 1 and 2 and the Auxiliary Precincts, Jenolan Caves Reserve: Conservation 

Plan (Built Environment) Supplementary Volume, May 1988, prepared by Robert Moore, Architects 

and Conservation Consultants, for the Tourism Commission of NSW (referred to here collectively as 

the Jenolan Caves Conservation Plan 1988).   

The Aboriginal peoples of the Reserve left many artefacts that have been noted and recorded. 

Several caves would have made good occupation sites.  The nature of the landscapes, including 

caves, arches and steep sided slopes, would have developed many strong anthropological links.  

Gar-rang-atch, part fish and part reptile, formed many of the holes and caves in a number of karst 

landscapes in the southeast of New South Wales while trying to escape Mir-ra-gan.  Kohn (1993) 

states that at the time of contact with Europeans, Jenolan Caves fell within the territory of 

Gundungarra-speaking people, with Wiradjuri-speaking people to the north and west.  The traditional 

land owners were probably Gundungarra-speakers, who had territory which included the Megalong 

and Burragorang valleys.1   

The post-contact history of the Reserve, or at least of the caves hamlet, was summarised in the 

Caves House Precinct Conservation Plan (check title) in six distinct phases.  

Phase 1 (1838—1866) began with runaway convict James McKeown using the caves as a hideout for 

about three years, where he was found and captured by local pastoralist James Whalen in 1841.  

Over time, news of the caves attracted a trickle of visitors willing to make the arduous journey. 

Unfortunately,  visitors were prone to souveniring pieces of cave formations and in 1865 local MLA 

John Lucas, after removing a large formation from Exhibition Cave, persuaded the Colonial 

government to declare the area a reserve to protect the caves.  In 1866, the Fish River Caves 

Reserve was gazetted, the first reserve in New South Wales for the protection of a natural feature.  

Phase 2 (1867—1895) covers the gradual increase in public control over the Reserve, especially the 

caves, and the provision of accommodation and access.  The destruction of formations was made an 

offence in 1872, and in 1879 Jeremiah Wilson was appointed as the first resident caretaker, a year 

after the first road (from Oberon) was made to the caves.  Wilson built some rough timber buildings, 

and by the mid-1880s he was flooded with requests for accommodation.  The buildings were 

expanded several times until a fire in 1895 destroyed the majority of them and brought an end to 

Wilson’s period as the Reserve caretaker.  Wilson campaigned (to who) for improvements (use italics 

for consistency) to the cave resulting in the construction of steps, gates, railings, ladders and wire 

mesh cages to protect cave formations and assist with visitor comfort.  In 1887 a steam-driven 

dynamo was installed in the Grand Arch to provide electricity to light the Imperial, then the Nettle and 
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Arch caves.  This was replaced in 1889 by a water-driven Leffel Wheel near a waterfall on the 

Jenolan River.  This was the first hydro-electric scheme in Australia, and the first time electricity was 

used to light caves anywhere in the world.  

While there are no above ground remains of the first phase, there are a number of assets that relate 

to the second phase of the post-Contact development at Jenolan Caves, including the stone retaining 

on the Mount Victoria Road (Figure 2.5), the Nest (Figure 2.6), the remains of the hydro-electric plant 

and the Pomona Grove Farm area. 

Phase 3 (1896—1906) was marked by a strong commitment by the then government to the 

development of the Reserve as a resort for wealthy travellers and a retreat.   The Government 

Architect, Walter L Vernon, designed the first wing of Caves House, built in 1897, which could then 

be reached by a new road through the Grand Arch.  Vernon designed Caves House in an Arts and 
Crafts style to reflect the romantic and picturesque associations of the caves, describing it as a ‘large 

comfortable hotel of the type best known in the tourist districts of England, Scotland, and Ireland’.  

The Conservation Plan, 1988, describes it as having a craggy gabled façade and series of 

picturesque gablets, knobbly tile roof and deep recessed openings with multi-paned windows, giving 

the new building an instant air of old-age, charm and respectability.  In 1897 the Director of the Royal 

Botanic Gardens remodelled and terraced the slopes around Caves House, providing a setting of 

park-like gardens.  

This third phase is evidenced by both accommodation buildings and infrastructure.  In addition to 

providing for the first stage of the Caves House construction, the period also saw the construction of  

the old Post Office, the first sewerage treatment works (Figure 2.7), the road through the Grand Arch 

(Figure 2.8), and the Limestone Bridge. 

Phase 4 (1907—1929) covered the widening popularity of the Reserve  made possible by motor 

transport and  tourism literature.  In 1907, a second wing, also designed by Vernon, was added to 

Caves House, with subsequent wings in 1914 and 1923 thought to be designed by Vernon and  

supervised by George McCrae.  Numerous service buildings were also constructed in the cave 

hamlet during this  period, reflecting a move towards day trips as well as overnight stays   

Evidence of  the fourth phase includes the weir on Jenolan River and the associated Blue Lake 

(Figure 2.9), Cottage 11 (Figure 2.10) and an electrical plant house and garage (Building 38) (Figure 

2.11).   

Phase 5 (1930—1965) was marked by the Depression, World War II, and the postwar years which saw 

a significant drop in the number of visitors, then a gradual rise towards the end of the period marked 

by extensive renovations to Jenolan Caves House.  The post-war boom is evidenced by the relatively 

new staff quarters located in the Burma Road precinct (Figure 2.12). 

Phase 6 (1965—1989) covers a period of strong growth in visitor numbers resulting in further 

renovations and building programs to keep up with demand.  At the same time, a growing 
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environmental awareness lead to visitors and others taking a greater interest in the Reserve’s natural 

and scientific values, and an Environment Protection Committee was formed to approach the 

perceived conflicts between natural values and tourist activities.2  This phase resulted in a 

broadening of development  outside the core precincts including the construction of the  Jenolan 

Cottages  and a third sewage plant near the 1910 plant (Figure 2.13).  

Phase 7 (1990—2006) covers the period of the Trust, established in 1989, when the first conservation 

plan for the Reserve’s cultural heritage was produced following its transfer from the NSW Tourism 

Commission.  The Trust was established  to manage the karst reserves of Jenolan, Wombeyan and 

Abercrombie, with Borenore added to its responsibilities in 1996.  In November 2000, the Reserve 

was included in the Greater Blue Mountains Area that was inscribed on the World Heritage List due 

to the outstanding universal significance of its natural values, including the diversity of the Reserve’s 

eucalypt-dominated ecosystems and habitats, and rare and threatened plants and animals.  Visitor 

numbers to the Reserve peaked during this period (that is, to about 250,000 per annum), and have 

since declined  In late 2003 the Trust Board was replaced by a Government-appointed administrator 

who is facilitating the staged transfer of the Reserve to the management of the DEC.  This most 

recent phase of the Reserve’s history has seen the development of a variety of strategic and 

operational plans and which will aid the future conservation of its significant natural, cultural and 

recreational values.   

2.2  Significance of the Reserve 

As noted in Section 1.5 the Reserve forms part of the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area 

and is listed as an item on the State Heritage Register.  The Reserve is also identified as a 

conservation area in the Oberon Local Environment Plan. 

The following is a Statement of Significance for the Reserve taken from the State Heritage Register 

(Appendix B). 

The Jenolan Caves Reserve is of state significance for its historical, aesthetic, research and rarity 
values. The caves and karst landscapes developed as important scientific and tourist destinations 
throughout the late 19th and 20th centuries, and the Reserve is highly significant as the first public 
reserve set aside in NSW for the protection of a natural resource–in this case, the Jenolan Caves.  
The Reserve is highly regarded for the aesthetic qualities of the caves and cave formations, reflected 
in cave names such as Aladdin and Gem Cave; for the ability of the caves to demonstrate 
technological developments such as the first use of electric cave lighting in the 1880s; and as the site 
of the first development of hydro-electric power in Australia.  The caves and karst features of Jenolan 
are remarkably diverse and beautiful by world standards.  The present show cave system is one of 
the largest in Australia, and presents its great variety of features in a relatively small area.  The 
minerals and range of speleothems within the caves reflect this complexity, and constitute one of the 
most diverse assemblies yet reported. 
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The setting of the caves hamlet in the Jenolan Valley, with the tiny hamlet and picturesque Caves 
House almost dwarfed by steeply rising cliffs on all sides, the entrance into the hamlet through the 
fortress-like Grand Arch, and the distinctive Blue Lake formed by the weir for the hydro-electric 
scheme, all combine to form a landscape of great beauty and distinctiveness.   

The Reserve has the ability to yield information on the geological history of NSW and of the 
Australian continent, and for the archaeological potential of the hamlet area to provide evidence of 
the early period in the development of tourism in NSW.  The number of rare and uncommon flora 
and fauna species to which it is home, especially within the caves; and the evidence it can 
demonstrate of the development of tourism, especially mountain and caving tourism, in NSW, add to 
the significance of the Jenolan Caves Reserve. 

2.3  Description of Key Heritage Assets 

The significance of the Reserve is underpinned by a wide range of heritage assets and resources.  

The Jenolan Caves Conservation Plan 1988 lists over 80 different items in six different categories.  

Examples of the range of heritage assets are described below and further detail is provided in 

Appendix A. 

2.3.1  Heritage Precincts  

The Reserve is a dissected landscape centred around the Jenolan River.  In accordance with its  

Draft PoM, the Reserve is divided into a Conservation Management Zone and a much smaller Visitor 

Use and Services Zone that is generally located around the lower river and creek areas.  Although 

cultural heritage places, including recorded Aboriginal sites, huts, ruins and archaeological sites are 

located within the CMZ, the majority of heritage assets are located in the VUSZ.  The Draft PoM lists 

seven precincts within the VUSZ (Figure 1).  Together, these precincts and other places in the 

Reserve form a complex and visually stunning cultural landscape. 

The Grand Arch Precinct is the core historic precinct focused around the key visitor caves and historic 

buildings.  The foci of the precinct is the Grand Arch through which the main road enters the precinct,  

Jenolan Caves House (including  associated accommodation and service buildings dating from the 

1890s) and the key tourist caves.  The construction of Jenolan Caves House  commenced in 1898 

with the  first wing being designed by  Walter Liberty Vernon, the then Government Architect.  

Jenolan Caves House is the built heritage focus of the Grand Arch Precinct and a recognised historic 

icon (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3).  

The Bellbird, Campground and Utilities Precincts include innovative and rare engineering works, as well 

as former staff cottages located on steeply sloping ridges.  The precincts also include evidence of 

early hydro-electric water supply, (Figure 2.4), an early sewerage system, a farm to provide produce 

for the visitor facilities and a trout hatching dam and race ladder.   
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The Five Mile Road Precinct on the road to Mount Victoria includes a number of early cottages and 

administration buildings including the former police station near which an early campground was 

established.  

The Burma Road Precinct was developed in the 1950s to accommodate the number of staff and 

families needed to service the upsurge in postwar tourism.  The precinct includes eight cottages and 

a fire shed and associated buildings. 

The Jenolan Cottages Precinct and Two Mile Road Housing Precinct contain cottages that were built 

during the 1980s.  The Jenolan Cottages provide visitor cabin accommodation, while housing in the  

Two Mile Road Precinct  consists of four staff cottages.  

2.3.2  Types of Heritage Assets 

A heritage asset register that provides details of asset type, location and significance (if known) is 

included as Appendix A. 

Buildings and Structures:  The Reserve’s built heritage assets are amongst the most visible and 

tangible evidence of its  long history of visitation. .  The range of building types reflect the need for 

maintaining what was effectively a self-contained village that included accommodation, ancillary 

visitor facilities (laundry, post office, guiding and visitor) and staff accommodation, as well as the 

service buildings usually provided on a city-wide scale such as a power station and sewerage 

scheme.  The buildings also reflect  historical activities that were most popular at different times, for 

example trout fishing, tennis etc and  provide evidence of changing technologies.  The caves 

themselves  include historic structures such as walkways, steps and ladders and lighting associated 

with the long history of cultural tourism practice.   

Natural Heritage:  The Reserve contributes to the World Heritage values of the Greater Blue 

Mountains Area; the above ground landscape contains rare and endangered species of flora and 

fauna and its caves have recently been identified as the world’s oldest discovered open caves.  The 

research potential of its natural values is underscored by the fact that even today, new cave 

extensions are still being discovered.   

Industrial Heritage:  Some of the industrial heritage within the Reserve is extremely rare and 

potentially of national heritage value, such as the Leffel wheel used in the earliest hydro-electric 

works in Australia, and early cave lighting such as in the Shambles section of the Chifley Cave. 

Movable:  The Reserve contains  a large collection of movable heritage, including cave relics and 

early twentieth century tourist material, photographs and other records including oral history records.   

Cultural Landscape:  The Reserve is a cultural landscape that is a rich mosaic of natural and cultural 

values.  Introduced plantings are an important part of this cultural landscape that is made from the 
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interplay of the highly dissected natural landscape against the cultural precincts of buildings and 

plantings.  Unfortunately, the cultural landscape also includes invasive weed species.    

Intangible Heritage:  The Reserve is significant for the intangible heritage that results from strong 

community associations with the place that include not only visitors, but also present and former staff 

and their families.  Some of these associations are documented in the archival material noted above 

as movable heritage.  

Archaeology (non-Indigenous):  The non-Indigenous archaeological heritage of the Reserve includes 

remains of many former buildings and structures and relics associated with the early use of the 

Reserve such as the bridge remnant in the Campground Precinct (Figure 2.14).  It also includes 

historic inscriptions within the caves.   

Archaeology (Indigenous):  Although not all documented, more than 60 Indigenous archaeological sites 

are believed to be located within the Reserve.  The confirmed sites are two rock sites and 13 

documented open camp sites, with an additional 25 opens camp sites requiring further investigation.  

The assessed areas of highest archaeological sensitivity are the creek and river flats, as well as mid-

slope areas with limestone outcropping.  

Figure 2.1  
The Jubilee Cave, discovered by J Wilson 

in 1893, exhibits an outstanding array of 
white formations and is the longest and 

most remote show cave open to the public. 
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Figure 2.2   
Jenolan Caves House. 

 

Figure 2.3   
Interior of Jenolan 
Caves House. 
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Figure 2.4   
Water supply 

aqueduct. 

 

Figure 2.5   
Stone retaining wall 

Mount Victoria Road. 
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Figure 2.6   
The Nest. 

Figure 2.7   
Remains of first 
sewerage treatment 
works. 
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 Figure 2.8  
Grand Arch area–a road 

through the arch was 
constructed in the early 

twentieth century. 

Figure 2.9   
Weir and Blue Lake. 
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Figure 2.10   
Cottage 11. 

 

Figure 2.11   
Building 28–former 
electrical plant and 
garage. 
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Figure 2.12   
Staff cottage in the 

Burma Road group. 

Figure 2.13   
The third sewerage 

plant, 1910. 
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Figure 2.14   
Former bridge remains 
in the campground 
precinct. 

2.4  Endnotes  
 
1  Jenolan Reserve Trust Annual Report 1995, p 6. 
2  Jenolan Caves Conservation Plan, 1988, pp 13—20. 
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3.0 Heritage Management Principles  

3.1  Introduction  

The State Agency Heritage Guide 2005 includes principles for managing heritage assets. These 

principles will guide the Park Authority in its management of the heritage assets in the VUSZ of the 

Reserve.   

More specific detail on relevant asset management procedure and documentation is included in 

Section 4.0. 

3.2  Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust Heritage Management Principles  

3.2.1  Heritage Asset Management Strategy  

The HAMS for the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust will be submitted to the Heritage Council of NSW for 

endorsement.  This HAMS will demonstrate the Trust’s commitment to implementing the principles 

and guidelines of the State Agency Heritage Guide. 

The Trust will provide this HAMS to DEC for appropriate consideration and action by the DEC who 

will be ultimately responsible for VUSZ of the Reserve to which this HAMS applies. 

3.2.2  Identification of Heritage Assets 

The identification of the Trust’s heritage assets has been ongoing since 1988, when the current 

Conservation Plan for the Caves House Precinct and other precincts was developed.  A basic (or 

preliminary) register of heritage assets was also undertaken as part of the development of this HAMS 

and has aided the identification process  (Appendix A).   

The Park Authority is committed to complete a Heritage and Conservation Register on or before the 

December 2009 deadline.  Tasks required include: 

• review and update existing heritage planning documents and inventories, including the Jenolan 

Caves Conservation Plan, 1988, and the Assets Register, to identify additional heritage assets; 

• undertake further surveys and identification as part of further future conservation planning;  

• utilise the knowledge and skills of existing and previous staff and stakeholders to assist the 

identification of heritage assets; and  

• incorporate new data on heritage assets arising out of survey and inventory work into the DEC 

HIMS/AHIMS databases.   
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3.2.3  Lead by Example 

The Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve is an iconic heritage resource of State significance.  The 

Park Authority will ensure that its reflects this significance by being  an exemplar of best practice 

heritage management.  

The heritage assets of the Reserve are significant to the community of New South Wales, and the  

Park Authority will ensure that its  management of the Reserve is reflective of this community esteem 

and associations.  

The Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve Draft Plan and Management 2006 describes values-based 

outcomes and these values will form the basis of heritage  management in the Reserve.  

The Park Authority will lead by example, training staff and ensuring that staff and any lessees 

understand the heritage values of the Reserve, and pass this understanding to visitors through tours 

offered and interpretation provided. 

3.2.4  Conservation Outcomes 

The Park Authority acknowledges the listing of the whole Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve on the 

State Heritage Register (SHR). 

The Park Authority is dedicated to high quality conservation outcomes for its heritage assets in 

accordance with the ICOMOS Burra Charter, the Heritage Act, the State Agency Heritage Guide and 

Total Asset Management (TAM) policy, including conserving assets for operational purposes and 

adaptive reuse of buildings in preference to demolition.  

The Park Authority acknowledges that good conservation outcomes are dependent on  appropriate 

use, the conservation of fabric and the undertaking of cyclic maintenance in accordance with 

Heritage Office, Department of Planning, guidelines and its recognition of the minimum maintenance 

standards identified under the Heritage Act.  

The Park Authority acknowledges that, in some circumstances, the conservation of heritage assets 

may be assisted by entering into lease or license arrangements with other parties, but will ensure 

that the conservation of the Reserve’s heritage values  and of individual elements is a fundamental 

requirement of any such  agreement.   

The significance of the Reserve and its component elements will be retained and enhanced by 

management actions.  The significance of the place and its component elements will guide 

management actions.  Management actions will ensure that any lessees or licensees have similar 

conservation objectives, and that these objectives (and resultant outcomes) are reflected in the 

relevant leases and/or license.  
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3.2.5  Sustainability 

Sustainability is described in the Draft PoM for the Reserve as the key to its future; balancing 

environmental management and visitor use to achieve desired conservation objectives.  

Environmental management systems will  be developed by future lessee and/or licensee to meet this 

objective. 

The Park Authority will adopt and monitor relevant sustainability standards, including DEC 

sustainability standards, and will aim to achieve NSW Government environmental targets on 

sustainability. 

3.2.6  Integrated Heritage Management 

This HAMS summarises the Park Authority’s approach  to managing its heritage assets, and 

demonstrates its compliance with NSW Government TAM policy.  

The Park Authority will integrate the outcomes of conservation planning processes and documents 

with other asset management and planning documents. 

The management of heritage assets in the Reserve will ultimately be incorporated into the DEC TAM 

policy and will be incorporated into the DEC Regional Conservation Strategy. 

3.2.7  Appropriate Uses 

Assessed levels of heritage significance as identified in the Jenolan Caves Conservation Plan 1988 

or a subsequent updated document will be used as the basis for determining the appropriate uses 

and the degree of alteration of significant fabric.  Uses will be consistent with those identified as 

being appropriate in the adopted plan of management 

The ongoing use of heritage assets, such as Jenolan Caves House, will be a priority.  Wherever 

possible, historic uses will continue as a means of retaining heritage significance.  

3.2.8  Maintenance of Heritage Assets 

The Park Authority recognises the need to maintain heritage assets in a manner which retains their 

heritage significance and prevents deterioration. 

The Park Authority will ensure that a routine cyclic maintenance program is initiated and that 

corrective maintenance conservation works are undertaken as its resources allow.  Any lease or 

license over the Reserve’s VUSZ will include provisions for the ongoing maintenance and care of 

heritage assets by the lessee and/or licensee. 

The assessed level of significance, together with the assessed level of urgency, will determine the 

appropriate priority for maintenance of heritage assets. 
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The Park Authority will prepare an Asset Maintenance Program in association with the Asset 

Maintenance Plan included in this report (Section 4.3).  The Asset Maintenance Program will accord 

with NSW Treasury requirements, which require State Agencies to prepare strategies for TAM.   

Ongoing maintenance will be in accordance with the NSW Heritage Office Minimum Standards for 
Maintenance and Repair, required under the Heritage Act for State Heritage Register properties. 

3.2.9  Alterations 

Any alterations to heritage assets will be in accordance with endorsed conservation planning 

documents and will only be implemented after the appropriate heritage and impact assessment. 

All work will be undertaken with minimal impact on heritage values, including curtilage and setting. 

All alterations will aim at maximising the retention of heritage significance and provide for the 

provision of heritage interpretation. 

3.2.10  Transfer of Ownership and/or Lease  

The National Parks and Wildlife Amendment (Jenolan Caves Reserves) Act 2005 (NSW) provides for 

the future transfer of the care and control of the Reserve to the DEC.  In July 2006, the CMZ of the 

Reserve was transferred to the DEC.  The VUSZ will also be transferred to the DEC following 

endorsement of the Draft PoM for the Reserve by the Minister for the Environment (NSW).   

All transfers and ownerships of Reserve assets, including the staged transfer of the Reserve to the 

DEC (as noted above), will be in accordance with the State Heritage Agency Guide and the Asset 

Transfer Plan included in this HAMS also as required by the State Heritage Agency Guide.   

Any proposed lease or license over the Reserve’s VUSZ will identify the requirements of lessees in 

relation to the conservation of heritage assets.  These requirements will be based on the principles 

contained within the relevant Asset Transfer Plan specifying that the identification of significance, 

conservation planning, conservation works, and maintenance and public access and interpretation, 

should all be requirements of such a lease.  

3.2.11  Management of Redundant Heritage Assets 

Decisions on the future management of redundant heritage assets will be made after consideration of 

their heritage significance (see Section 4.5).  Any decisions to remove, relocate or demolish these 

assets will be based on an assessment of all heritage values and will include an examination of 

alternative options to mitigate or minimise a conflict of values. 

Decisions on the future management of redundant heritage assets will be based on their significance 

and will be guided by  the relevant CMP  and other heritage planning/assessment documents. 
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3.2.12  Prudent Financial and Budgetary Management 

The Park Authority recognises the ultimate cost of deferring essential conservation and maintenance 

works.  The NSW Government has allocated funds for the urgent repair and upgrade of heritage 

assets prior to any potential leasing and/or licensing.  Priority in the allocation of these funds will be 

determined by  an assessment of the assets heritage significance and the urgency of any repair or 

upgrade.   

Any lease or license over the VUSZ will include provisions for the on-going maintenance of heritage 

assets and the undertaking of conservation and maintenance works by the lessee and/or licensee.  

Funds generated by the Park Authority will be used to assist the conservation and management of 

the Reserve and its heritage assets. 

3.2.13  Staff Expertise and Statutory Compliance 

The Park Authority acknowledges the skills and knowledge of existing and previous staff and other 

key stakeholders, including local Aboriginal peoples. 

The Park Authority will engage professional tradepersons with appropriate skills and expertise in 

heritage conservation, The Park Authority will train staff appropriately and require that any lessee 

and/or licensee has the appropriate staff and training in place. 

In recognition of the diverse cultural backgrounds of visitors to the Reserve, multilingual services will 

be introduced as appropriate, within available resources. 

All heritage work should be preceded by appropriate assessment, including the preparation of a 

Review of Environmental Factors (REF) (as required under the EPA Act) and a Heritage Impact 

Statement (HIS) in accordance with Heritage Office, Department of Planning, guidelines. 

3.2.14  Performance Monitoring  

The Park Authority will monitor and report on the significance of its assets, their condition, 

appropriate maintenance and security issues, their effective and efficient use, innovative promotion, 

and take prompt action to provide optimal heritage conservation outcomes. 

A key strategy, as noted in the Reserve’s Draft Plan of Management, is the establishment of an 

Environmental Management System (EMS) that will establish guidelines for the monitoring of 

environmental performance including in relation to cultural heritage, in accordance with ISO 1401.  

The  Plan of Management itself, will also be used as a guiding document in monitoring performance. 

A Karst Conservation Unit (KCU ) has also been established within the DEC to monitor 

environmental aspects of site operations, including those of any proposed lease, in relation to the 

natural and cultural heritage values of the Reserve.   
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The Blue Mountains Region, Parks and Wildlife Division (PWD), of the DEC will have overall 

responsibility for the  management of the Reserve following the transfer of responsibilities from the 

Trust.  

3.2.15  Condition Monitoring  

The Park Authority will monitor and report on the physical condition of heritage assets in the 

Reserve, for the site elements it manages directly and the leased areas.  Action will be taken by the 

Park Authority to ensure the Reserve’s heritage significance is maintained, with specific issues 

addressed immediately.  

The Blue Mountains Region of the DEC will monitor the activities regularly onsite for zones of the 

Reserve that have been transferred to DEC. 

3.2.16  Reporting 

Under Section 170A of the Heritage Act, the Park Authority is required to include in its annual report 

information relating to the status of its S170 Register and a statement on the condition of the items 

included, as well as compliance with Heritage Council of NSW Guidelines relating to heritage 

management. 

Building inspections and other inspections of the heritage assets will continue to occur annually. 

The annual State of the Parks report prepared by DEC will include reference to both natural and 

cultural conservation activities within the area of the Reserve within its care. 

3.2.17  Promotion 

A Karst Reserves Interpretation and Visitor Orientation Plan has been endorsed by the Trust.  The 

implementation of this plan with specific elements of interpretation will be progressively undertaken 

by the Park Authority.   

Any lease arrangements will include the requirement for the heritage interpretation and marketing of 

heritage assets by any potential lessee. 
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4.0 Key Strategic Plans and Actions  

4.1  Introduction 

The State Agency Heritage Guide identifies the following key components of a Heritage Asset 

Management Strategy: 

• a Management Action Plan; 

• an Asset Maintenance Plan; 

• an Asset Transfer Plan;   

• a Redundant Assets Transfer Plan; and 

• a Performance and Reporting Plan. 

These plans are provided in Sections 4.2 through to 4.6.  Section 4.7 identifies the completion date 

for the Heritage and Conservation Register as required in  the State Agency Heritage Guide.  Key 

actions arising from the plans, as required under the State Agency Heritage Guide, are outlined  in 

Section 4.8, and summarised in Table 4.1.  

4.2  Management Action Plan 

The Management Action Plan identifies the Park Authority’s key responsibilities and the planning 

principles and processes to follow in managing the cultural and natural values of the VUSZ.  Tasks 

arising from these requirements are included in Table 4.1. 

Key Responsibilities  

The Park Authority will manage the Reserve’s VUSZ in accordance with: 

• legislative requirements under the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) and the Commonwealth 

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act); 

• its obligations under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW); 

• the relevant Plan of Management for the Reserve; 

• its obligations in relation to the staged transfer of management of the Reserve to the Director 

General of the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) in accordance with the 

National Parks and Wildlife Amendment (Jenolan Caves Reserves) Act 2005; and  

• financial and budgetary constraints.  
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Key Principles  

The following key principles will guide the ongoing management of Park Authority heritage assets: 

• the heritage assets under control of the NSW Government are significant to the history and 

development of New South Wales and to the community; 

• the Park Authority will ensure that its heritage assets are appropriately managed, with re-use 

opportunities compatible with their heritage values and government and community 

expectations; 

• the Park Authority will ensure that its Heritage and Conservation Register includes all items of 

environmental heritage as specified in Section 170(4) of the Heritage Act, under the ownership 

or control of the Park Authority; 

• management of the Reserve will be integrated with risk management assessments; 

• adequate resourcing (staffing, expertise and financial) is required to manage the Reserve; 

• staff involved in the management of the Reserve, including staff of lessees, require adequate 

training in heritage conservation principles; and 

• heritage planning and conservation management within the VUSZ of the Reserve will be fully 

integrated with other plans and systems, including the relevant  Plan of Management. It  will be 

consistent with the DEC AHIMS and HHIMS databases, DEC regional and cultural strategies 

and the DEC Heritage Asset Management Strategy, in acknowledgement of the eventual transfer 

of responsibilities to DEC. 

Key Processes   

The Park Authority acknowledges that the following key processes will be required to ensure the on-

going conservation and management of the heritage assets and values within the Reserve: 

• the staged transfer of responsibility to DEC will be in accordance with the guidelines contained in 

the State Agency Heritage Guide; 

• any lease or licence of assets within the VUSZ will outline the  specific responsibilities of the 

lessee and/or licensee, and the Park Authority in relation to the conservation and management 

of heritage assets; 

• the planning and identification of heritage assets to ensure the completion of the Heritage and 

Conservation Register on or before December 2009; 

• a priority list of conservation works is required and that ongoing, routine maintenance be 

undertaken by the Trust and/or lessees/licensees as appropriate; and 
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• the conservation and management of heritage assets within the Reserve will be undertaken in 

accordance with the Asset Maintenance Plan, Asset Transfer Plan, Redundant Asset Transfer 

Plan and the Performance and Reporting Plan (Sections 4.3 to 4.6). 

Key Actions  

The following key actions (also included on Table 4.1) will be undertaken as part of the 

implementation of the Management Action Plan; 

• a revised Conservation Management Plan will be prepared for the VUSZ  ; 

• a Asset Maintenance Program will be implemented in accordance with the Asset Maintenance 

Plan (Section 4.3); 

• the processes identified in the Asset Transfer Plan and Redundant Assets Transfer Plan 

(included below) will be followed; and 

• the S170 Heritage and Conservation Register will be completed on or before December 2009 

(see Section 4.7). 

4.3  Asset Maintenance Plan 

The key tasks of this Asset Maintenance Plan (AMP) are outlined below. A list of all actions arising 

from the implementation of the AMP are included in Table 4.1. 

The AMP aims to achieve sound heritage conservation outcomes and to optimise the efficient use of 

Park Authority maintenance funding.  

Key Components of the AMP 

Maintenance is defined in the ICOMOS Burra Charter as the continuous protective care of the fabric, 

contents and setting of a place.  There are three main types of maintenance that form part of this 

AMP; corrective maintenance, planned maintenance and emergency corrective maintenance. 

Corrective Maintenance comprises those activities necessary to bring a building or other heritage 

asset to an acceptable standard.  Corrective maintenance is often identified in specific inspection 

reports or through conservation planning.  Corrective maintenance is currently programmed for 

Jenolan Caves House to bring this building to an acceptable standard and the works (in priority 

order) include: asbestos treatment, roof replacement, water supply upgrades, electrical works and 

other miscellaneous repairs.  Many of the other buildings within the VUSZ are of traditional timber 

framed construction and require repairs to weatherboard walls and re-stumping of footings.  Roof 

drainage repairs are required for many of the building assets within the VUSZ.   
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Planned Maintenance are works to prevent failure which recurs predictably.  Some of this 

maintenance is of a cyclic nature with regular replacement and upgrading planned.  The cyclic 

maintenance programs are usually associated with regular audits and inspections aimed at fine 

tuning the cyclic program and in identifying emergency corrective maintenance, as described below.  

The Park Authority has a program of annual inspections in place that identify urgent works and the 

status of cyclic repairs and has a cyclic maintenance program for its assets such as cabins and 

cottages (both staff and rental) and for other assets such as toilets and walking tracks.  The cottage 

and cabin maintenance cycle includes replacement and painting programs based on five year, two 

year and annual cycles.   

Emergency corrective maintenance is work that must be undertaken immediately for health and 

safety reasons.  The Park Authority recognises its obligations to provide for emergency corrective 

maintenance given the isolated location, topography and the nature of public visitation to the 

Reserve.   

The Park Authority will prepare an Asset Maintenance Program to link all its maintenance activities.  

This Asset Maintenance Program will be one part of an Capital Investment Program that will identify 

both the capital and recurrent investment components of an Asset Maintenance Program.  The 

Capital Investment Program will consider the significance and condition of heritage assets and 

requirements for skills and expertise required to implement the Asset Maintenance Program.  The 

Asset Maintenance Program will identify requirements for any future lessees to undertake planned 

maintenance as part of lease agreements.  

The Asset Maintenance Program will include built heritage assets within the Grand Arch precinct and 

all other precincts in the VUSZ such as rental cabins and staff cottages.  The Asset Maintenance 

Program will also include non built assets such as landscape maintenance (as identified in a 

Landscape Management Plan) and maintenance for movable heritage collections.   

A key factor in the success of the Asset Maintenance Plan will be the identification of necessary 

skills.  Professional skills required include conservation architects/built heritage specialists; 

landscape specialists (including horticulture); archaeologists.  Trade skills include experience in 

traditional carpentry and electrical and plumbing services.  Associated with the use of appropriate 

skills, guidelines will be developed for staff of both the Park Authority and any lessee and/or licensee 

on principles of fabric conservation (such as ‘do as much as necessary but as little as possible’ and 

replacing like with like) and recording activities, to assist in the running of the Asset Maintenance 

Plan.   

Key Principles  

The Park Authority acknowledges the following critical requirements of this AMP: 

• the need to undertake condition assessments of all heritage assets; 
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• the implementation of a corrective maintenance program for heritage items within the VUSZ (as 

noted above); 

• ensuring that heritage assets within the VUSZ are maintained in accordance with the minimum 

standards specified in the Heritage Act Regulation 2005; 

• undertaking all works within the VUSZ in accordance with the requirements of the State Owned 
Heritage Management Principles and Heritage Asset Management Guidelines; 

• ensuring all contractors and tradespeople interacting with the heritage assets of the VUSZ are 

appropriately advised of the Reserve’s values and key heritage fabric, and that their skills are 

suitable; and 

• providing sufficient budgetary flexibility to support the maintenance program, and to 

accommodate emergency corrective maintenance. 

The implementation of this AMP will consider the following issues, where relevant, for individual 

heritage items within the VUSZ: 

• providing for both corrective and planned maintenance; 

• specialist heritage skill requirements associated with the maintenance of assets; 

• scheduled maintenance will address special needs, for example, the recommendations of the 

Building Report of Caves House prepared by NSW Department of Commerce, the need for re-

stumping and roof drainage repairs of a number of cottages and cabins; 

• maintenance include ‘non-built’ heritage assets, for example, natural and cultural landscapes 

(including in particular weed removal), archaeological sites, movable objects and collections;  

The following approach will guide the implementation of this AMP: 

• that guidelines be developed for site managers, lessees and/or licensees concerning the 

protection of heritage significance; 

• that maintenance plans are based on total asset management processes; 

• that a capital investment plan (including medium and long-term maintenance plans, as well as 

corrective maintenance works required) be prepared before or as part of any lease 

arrangements; and 

• that an annual maintenance program be prepared, implemented and regularly reviewed.  
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Specific Maintenance Plans and Maintenance Plans for State Heritage Register Items 

The Jenolan Caves Conservation Plan, 1988, will be reviewed and used as the basis for preparing a 

new CMP for the VUSZ.  The new CMP will include specific schedules for undertaking required 

conservation works and cyclic maintenance on individual heritage assets within the VUSZ.  

The Park Authority will prepare individual maintenance plans for significant heritage assets, to reflect 

a higher level of an element’s significance or particular circumstances of use or condition where 

these require a higher or more specific level of maintenance.  These individual maintenance plans 

will be included within the Asset Maintenance Program.  Groups of similar assets such as the 

cottages will have generic maintenance plans as well as individual corrective maintenance plans. 

The Park Authority acknowledges its obligation to meet the Minimum Standards of Maintenance and 

Repair as outlined in the Heritage Act. 

4.4  Assets Transfer Plan  

This Assets Transfer Plan (ATP) outlines actions that the Park Authority will take for any heritage 

assets proposed for transfer including through lease or licence.  The ATP aims to achieve the long-

term conservation of  heritage assets within the VUSZ.  The key requirements of the ATP are : 

• the identified heritage significance values of the asset will guide decisions regarding its transfer 

to appropriate bodies; 

• transfer will be considered only to those bodies with appropriate resources and shared heritage 

values; 

• any lease or licence will include specific requirements and responsibilities for the conservation 

and maintenance of the heritage assets transferred via lease or licence; 

• a revised Conservation Management Plan will be prepared for the VUSZ under the direction of 

the Park Authority prior to the development of new infrastructure or other significant development 

including adaptive reuse or building removals.   

• the future transfer to the DEC of the VUSZ will include appropriate arrangements for the 

conservation and management of heritage assets, and these arrangements will be reflected in 

relevant DEC heritage  management strategy and plans; and  

• 14 days written notice of proposed asset transfer will be provided to the Heritage Council of 

NSW as required under Section 170A of the Heritage Act. 

The following information is relevant to the Park Authority’s management of the VUSZ and is based 

on the matters identified in Appendix B of the State Agency Heritage Guide. 
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• Uses most appropriate to the significance, use and management of the VUSZ should inform any 

proposed asset transfer and should be consistent with an endorsed CMP.   

• In entering into any lease or licence in the VUSZ the Park Authority will ensure that the values 

and lessee and/or licensee are compatible with values of the Reserve and VUSZ and that the 

lessee and/or licensee is fully aware of heritage listings, values and processes. 

• Copies of all conservation planning documents and asset registers will be provided to lessee 

and/or licensee as part of the transfer, including movable heritage asset registers. 

• A Strategic Development Plan will be prepared to identify conservation constraints, development 

opportunities as well as archaeological and landscape features that must be retained by the 

lessee and/or licensee. 

• Any lease of licence will stipulate the maintenance requirements of the lessee and/or licensee as 

well as requirements for public access and interpretation. 

4.5  Redundant Assets Transfer Plan 

Where heritage assets do not meet the service delivery needs of the Park Authority, or where there 

are assessed conflicts with other key values of the Reserve, alternate management options, 

including transfer or lease to other parties, will be investigated, particularly prior to any proposal to 

remove or demolish the heritage asset. 

The Park Authority will adhere to the requirements of the NSW Government TAM Policy and NSW 

Treasury requirements when identifying properties for disposal.  The Park Authority acknowledges 

the staged assessment processes identified by the Premier’s Memorandum 2003-3 Property 

Disposal Reforms, and NSW Treasury guidelines.  The Asset Disposal Guidelines in the Total Asset 

Management (TAM) Manual, available at www.gamc.nsw.gov.au, provide guidance in the 

development of an asset disposal strategy.  These include the preparation of a Property Disposal 

Plan (PDP), considered an integral component of an agency’s Total Asset Management strategic 

planning and budgeting cycle.   

A decision to dispose of a heritage  asset (including removal/demolition) will be dependent on one or 

more of the following: 

• whether there are net disposal benefits, in both financial and heritage conservation terms; 

• whether there are secondary service obligations associated with the asset, which may dictate its 

retention; and 

• whether a disposal can be carried out without adverse impacts on the physical environment and 

heritage values of the item or the Reserve as a whole. 
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Any decision to dispose of heritage assets will be based on relevant conservation planning 

assessment guidelines, the CMP for the VUSZ and/or specific precinct assessments and an 

assessment of heritage impacts prepared in accordance with requirements under the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW). 

Prior to transferring management of the VUSZ to a lessee/licensee, the Park Authority will maintain 

the property with regard to the minimum maintenance standards of the Heritage Act. 

4.6  Performance and Reporting Plan 

The key functions of the Performance and Reporting Plan are outlined in Table 4.1. 

To monitor performance, this HAMS includes the following indicators relevant to the heritage 

functions of the Park Authority (these indicators will be used in evaluating the actions outlined in 

Table 4.1). 

Indicator  Measure  

Heritage conservation outcomes Completion of tasks identified in annual reporting 

Service delivery obligations Requirements identified for lessees and/or 
licensees  

Community satisfaction 80% satisfaction as identified by Park Authority  
and by lessees and/or licensees in leases and 
licences. 

Comparison of actual performance against 
anticipated performance. 

Annual reporting as required in the State of 
Parks reports and the Heritage Act. 

 

The results of monitoring will inform the periodic reviews of this HAMS, be made available to the 

public and accessible on the Park Authority website. 

The Draft Plan of Management for the Jenolan Karst Conservation Reserve also identifies strategies 

for monitoring the Park Authority’s performance and required reporting procedures.  Actions in the 

strategic areas of sustainability, visitor experience and ecological environment in the PoM all require 

the ongoing monitoring of performance and impacts. 

4.7  Completion Date for the Heritage and Conservation (S170) Register  

The following actions have been completed in relation to the Park Authority’s Heritage and 

Conservation Register: 

• discussion between the Trust and DEC staff regarding DEC HIMS and AHIMS databases; 

• establishment of a Project Management Group to oversee the preparation of this HAMS; and 
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• review by the Project Management Group of the Trust’s draft Heritage Asset Register as the first 

step towards establishing a S170 Register (the draft Heritage Asset Register is included as 

Appendix A). 

The Park Authority will complete the Heritage and Conservation Register on or before the December 

2009 deadline for completion of all State agency heritage and conservation registers.   

4.8  Action Plan  

Below are the key actions required for completing the Park Authority’s Heritage and Conservation 

Register and for the ongoing conservation of heritage resources within the VUSZ.   

• Review the draft thematic agency history (as contained in this Heritage Asset Management 

Strategy) to provide a background for the Register. 

• Develop inventory sheets for each item using required electronic State Heritage Inventory (SHI) 

software, adapted as necessary to DEC HIMS and AHIMS databases. 

• Compile the thematic history and SHI data sheets into a comprehensive Heritage and 

Conservation Register document. 

• Seek endorsement of the completed Heritage and Conservation Register by the Heritage 

Council of NSW on or before the December 2009 deadline. 

• Make the Heritage and Conservation Register publicly available via the Park Authority’s website. 

• Ensure that all heritage assessments of Park Authority heritage assets include consideration of 

any Indigenous, archaeological, natural, landscape or movable heritage assets and values. 

• Prepare a new CMP  for the VUSZ  and prepare specific precinct or element conservation plans 

as required.  

• Ensure the HAMS and the Heritage and Conservation Register are provided to the DEC and 

included in any leasing and licensing documents. 

• Ensure integration of the Heritage and Conservation Register into relevant Park Authority 

corporate and asset management systems. 

• Annually review the Heritage and Conservation Register, particularly the conservation status of 

the items, as required by the Heritage Act. 

• Annually review the Management Action Plan; Asset Maintenance Plan; Assets Transfer Plan; 

Redundant Assets Transfer Plan and the performance and Reporting Plans (Sections 4.2 to 4.6). 
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• Incorporate any changes into the Heritage and Conservation Register; for example, through the 

sale, transfer or disposal of items on the register and advise the Heritage Council of NSW of 

such changes. 

• Identify appropriate staff resources required to achieve these objectives. 

These key actions are also incorporated with other actions in Table 4.1 that identifies the 

identification, planning, management and implementation actions as required in the State Agency 
Heritage Guide.  Timing is identified as being Short (0 to 1 year), Medium (1-3 years) and Ongoing.  

On Table 4.1 Park Authority refers to the agency responsible for the VUSZ at that time, being either 

the Trust or DEC.   
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Table 4.1  Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust–Summary Action Plan  (To be read in conjunction with Section 4.0 of the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust Heritage Asset Management Strategy) 

IDENTIFICATION OF HERITAGE ASSETS  

# Project/Action As above. Purpose  Performance Indicator Timing  Responsibility  

1 Undertake a gap analysis and resultant survey work. Assist finalisation of Heritage and Conservation Register 
and financial planning. 

All natural and cultural heritage assets and values are identified. Short term  Park 
Authority/subcontractor  

2 Continue Building Assessment Audits. Identify maintenance requirements including corrective 
maintenance/catch-up conservation works to be undertaken 
prior to lease or licence. 

Annual inspections are in place prior to any lease/licence being 
granted 

Ongoing  Park Authority  

3 Identify Indigenous stakeholder groups and establish an 
Aboriginal Heritage Working Group. 

Inform and/or support future decision making with respect 
to Indigenous cultural heritage.  

Aboriginal Heritage Working Group established. Short term Park Authority 

4 Consultation with other stakeholders including the Jenolan 
Caves Preservation Society. 

Participation by stakeholders. Ongoing liaison.   Ongoing  Park Authority  

5 Identify and maintain a paper trail in relation to VUSZ heritage 
assets, including oral history informants. 

Management of heritage assets. Process and location for records identified. Ongoing  Park Authority  

6 Complete thematic agency history. Required for Heritage and Conservation Register. Completed as part of Heritage and Conservation Register. Short term  Park 
Authority/subcontractor  

7 Inform the DEC of heritage assets located within the Reserve’s 
Conservation Management Zone. 

Facilitate the staged transfer of heritage assets within the 
VUSZ to the DEC. 

Transfer of all relevant records. Short term  Trust  

8 Identify and record heritage assets using DEC HHIMS and 
AHIMS inventory sheets and add to database. 

Appropriate application of conservation policies and 
management of heritage resources. 

AHIMS and HHIMS records completed. Medium term  Park 
Authority/subcontractor 

PLANNING FOR HERITAGE ASSETS  

# Project/Action Purpose  Performance Indicator Timing Responsibility  

9 Seek endorsement of the HAMS and make it publicly available. Guide conservation of heritage assets in the care and 
control of the Park Authority . 

Endorsement by the Trust and NSW Heritage Council.  HAMS is 
publicly available on Trust website. 

Short term  Trust/Heritage Council  

10 Seek endorsement of the Blue Lake Management Strategy. Conservation and management of Blue Lake. Endorsement. Short term  Trust   

11 Establish viability of staff housing and associated infrastructure 
within the VUSZ through conservation planning and assessment. 

Guide decisions in regard to redundant assets  Relevant conservation planning undertaken  and outcomes fed 
into VUSZ management and planning processes. 

Short term  Park Authority 

12 Prepare a new CMP for the VUSZ. Allow assessment of the heritage significance of all assets 
within VUSZ/Reserve and provide conservation basis for 
leasing process. 

CMP includes further exemptions under the Heritage Act where 
appropriate.  

Short to Medium term and 
prior to new infrastructure 
development. 

Park Authority   

13 Prepare Specific Element Conservation Policies (SECP) for 
precincts, types of assets (eg movable heritage collections) or 
individual elements, such as Caves House. 

On-going conservation of heritage assets and sites. SECPs in place for elements/precincts. Medium term  Park 
Authority/subcontractor  

14 Prepare a Strategic Development Plan in association with the 
VUSZ CMP. 

Provide a formal link between development and 
conservation.   

Key development and conservation planning in place 
incorporating  specific schedules for corrective and cyclic 
maintenance. 

Medium term  Park 
Authority/subcontractor  

15 Prepare a Landscape Management Plan for the VUSZ. Management of natural and cultural landscape features.  LMP completed  Medium term  Park 
Authority/subcontractor 

16 Implement the Reserve Interpretation Plan. Conservation and interpretation of heritage assets and sites 
within the VUSZ. 

Interpretation implemented. Ongoing  Park 
Authority/subcontractor 

17 Provide for the future transfer of the VUSZ to DEC in DEC 
HAMS and regional Strategies. 

Enable efficient transfer of responsibilities to the DEC and 
to record heritage assets. 

DEC HAMS and related regional strategies consider VUSZ 
heritage assets  

To be determined  DEC 

18 Ensure relevant lease and licence documents identify Park 
Authority and lessee and/or licensee responsibilities for funding 
and implementation of conservation programs.   

Clarify responsibilities of the Park Authority and future 
lessees and/or licensees.  Lessees and/or licensees will be 
required to prepare an Environmental Management System 
to maintain natural, cultural and recreational values. 

Responsibilities of Park Authority and lessees and/or licensees 
clearly delineated in relevant contract and reporting documents. 

Following conservation 
planning. 

Park Authority   
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19 Prepare S170 Heritage and Conservation Register, seek 
endorsement by the NSW Heritage Council and make available 
to the public. 

Heritage Act requirement. Endorsement of S170 Register by NSW Heritage Council S170 
Register made available to public via Trust website. 

Target date December 
2008 deadline on or before 
December 2009. 

Park 
Authority/subcontractor  

20 Complete S170 Register inventories. Required as part of S170 Register. Inventories form part of S170 Register and include the 
identification of history, significance, curtilage, condition, 
management issues and conservation requirements. 

Target date December 208 
deadline on or before 
December 2009. 

Park 
Authority/subcontractor 

21 Prepare a Capital Investment Plan  Identify funding priorities and constraints  for capital works 
and recurrent maintenance.  

Funding requirements for capital and recurrent maintenance 
works identified.  Factors including the significance and condition 
of heritage assets, management flexibility and levels of staffing  
are incorporated into heritage and conservation planning 
processes. 

Short term  Trust    

22 Decisions regarding transfer or disposal in accordance with 
Asset Transfer Plan and Redundant Asset Transfer Plan and be 
in accordance with Government policy and processes. 

Appropriate assessment of all heritage values in decision 
making. 

Decisions on the transfer and management of heritage assets are 
based on significance criteria and future resource availability.  
Disposal decisions made following assessment of heritage 
impacts as required by the Heritage Act 1977, EP&A Act 1979 and 
an endorsed CMP. 

Ongoing  Park Authority   

23 Include heritage impact assessments for proposed new 
developments in accordance with EP&A Act processes. 

Statutory requirement. Heritage Impact assessments address all natural and cultural 
values. 

Ongoing  Park Authority  

MANAGEMENT OF HERITAGE ASSETS 

# Action Purpose Performance Indicator Timing Responsibility   

24 Ensure heritage planning and conservation accords  with the 
Asset Maintenance Plan, Asset Transfer Plan, Redundant 
Assets Transfer Plan and Performance and Reporting Plans 
(Section 4.3 to 4.6). 

Management consistent with State Agency Heritage 
Guidelines.  

Annual reporting. Ongoing  Park Authority  

25 Prepare a Development Control and Heritage Impact 
Assessment Booklet for the VUSZ. 

Ensure a consistent and informed approach to 
development. 

Development Control and Heritage Impact Assessment Booklet 
prepared. 

Medium Term  Park Authority   

26 Ensure regular and on-going consultation between the Park 
Authority and any lessee/licensee. 

 Facilitate management and conservation. Processes for regular and non-regular issue-based 
communications established. 

Ongoing  Park Authority/Lessees  

27 Undertake corrective maintenance conservation works. Conservation of heritage assets, as identified in CMP and 
similar documents. 

Corrective maintenance works are undertaken  Ongoing  Park Authority   

28 Prepare and implement a Asset Maintenance Program.  Satisfy maintenance obligations and priorities (Heritage Act, 
S118). 

Corrective and cyclic maintenance requirements identified for all 
assets and included in lease documents as required. Budgets to 
allow for emergency maintenance. 

Short term   Park Authority  and Lessee 

IMPEMENTATION 

# Action Purpose Performance Indicator Timing Responsibility   

29 Implement Asset Maintenance Program. Identification of corrective planned and emergency 
maintenance requirements. 

Annual review. Ongoing  Park Authority/Lessee  

30 Implement conservation recommendation for Jenolan Caves 
House contained in Department of Commerce Dept report. 

OH & S issue.  Works include asbestos treatment, roof 
repairs, and water and electrical upgrades. 

Recommendations implemented. Short term  Trust   

31 Integrate S170 Register into DEC corporate and asset 
management programs. 

A assist the staged transfer of the Reserve. Inclusion in DEC corporate documents. To be advised  DEC 

32 Incorporate heritage and conservation assessment procedures 
into development planning and approval processes. 

Reduce and avoid heritage impacts. In accordance with EPBC Act, Heritage Act and EP&A Act and 
Oberon LEP. 

Ongoing  Park Authority/Lessee  

33 Identify and implement appropriate training for staff and 
contractors. 

Appropriate utilisation of heritage skills.  All staff and contractors advised of requirements. Ongoing  Park Authority/Lessee 
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34 Undertake the regular review and update the  S170 Register and 
HAMS as required.  

Assist preparation of Performance and Monitoring Plan. 
Compliance with statutory requirements, and assist in 
meeting Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair of 
SHR items. 

Annual review of S170 register and five key plans in the HAMS 
and review of HAMS every five years. 

As noted here Park Authority  & Heritage 
Council advised of 
changes  

35 Undertake the annual review of lessees and/or licensee 
maintenance activities. 

Ensure cyclic maintenance is undertaken. Inclusion in lease documents and requirement for lessee 
reporting.  

Ongoing  Park Authority  and Lessee 

36 Integrate relevant actions/strategies from the  HAMS into Park 
Authority business planning. 

Implementation of ongoing maintenance priorities. Annual review and inclusion in required annual reporting cycles. Annually Park Authority  
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5.0 Appendices 

Appendix A 

Draft Asset Register  

Appendix B 

State Heritage Register Listing for Jenolan Caves  

Appendix C 

NSW Heritage Office Maintenance Guidelines  

Appendix D 

Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) Standard Exemptions  
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Appendix A 

Draft Asset Register  





Doc No. Ref No. Category Name/Description Date Owner / Lessee Heritage Significance 
Grading

Maintenance Priority

Built–surface
CMP 1 Caves House 1898, 1907, 

1914, 1924
Wiburds House /Managers 2-
storey house (located above 

c1900?

CMP 1 Chilling Block, attached to rear 
of Caves House 1914 wing, now 

1926

CMP 2 Old Laundry (from materials of 
1887 wing)

c1887-1895

CMP 3 Substation (former refrigeration 
block)REMOVE-same as item 1

c1920

CMP 4 Laundry Building 1981-82Built 
in 1979

CMP 5 Female Staff Quarters, former 
store extension (2nd storey 1968)

1960/1968

CMP 6 Former Female Staff Quarters 1923
CMP 7 Former Boiler House 1924
CMP 8 Motel Units 1986
CMP 9 Staff Reconciliation Hall 1961
CMP 11 Carpenter’s Workshop (former 

men’s quarters)
1947

CMP 14 Boiler House 1977
CMP 15 Workshop 1984
CMP 16 The Nest c1867-1895
CMP 18 Former Post Office 1898
CMP 19 Staff flats 1972
CMP 28 Former old Kiosk(now 

Interpretation centre)
1923

CMP 27 Kiosk (Now Ticket office) 1957
CMP 29 Guides Room / Ladies toilets 1972
CMP 31 Nangarra Demolished-REMOVE 

ENTRY
1961

CMP 38 Former Diesel House (Now 
Electrical Workshop)

1925



AR 10100 Storage building/Poison store, 5 
Mile (2 storey brick)

1994

AR 10110 Small shed (former Poison 
Shed)top of  5 Mile Hill adjacent 
to storage shed

c1950

AR 10160 Cabins Laundry
AR (various) Camping Area
AR 10250 Electrical Workshop
AR 10300 Maintenance Workshop
AR 10410 Jenolan Office
AR 10450 Trust Office (Old School)
AR 10600 Fire Shed, Burma Road
AR 10650 Tractor Shed, Burma Road
AR 11650 Garage Building No.2 Carpark
AR 11750 Carpark No 1 Shelter Shed
AR 11960 Office — Maintenance Mgr
AR 35420 Carpark No. 1 and amenities
AR 37775 Carpark No. 2 and amenities 
AR 35450 Tennis Court
AR 35500 Historic fenced Koala Enclosure- 

Located on road to camping 
ground

AR (various) Wallaby Enclosure
AR 35710 Pump House Building
AR 55120 Burma Road - Cottage 2
AR 55130 Burma Road - Cottage 3
AR 55140 Burma Road - Cottage 4
AR 55150 Burma Road - Cottage 5
AR 55160 Burma Road - Cottage 6
AR 55170 Burma Road - Cottage 7
AR 55180 Burma Road - Cottage 8
AR 55210 Hydro Road - Cottage 11
AR 55220 Hydro Road - Cottage 12
AR 55230 Hydro Road - Cottage 13
AR 55310 Caves Road - Cottage 14
AR 55320 Caves Road - Cottage 15



AR 55330 Caves Road - Cottage 16
AR 55340 Caves Road - Cottage 17
AR 55350 Caves Road - Cottage 18
AR 55410 Cabins Road - Cottage 19
AR 55510 Oberon Road - Cottage 20
AR 55520 Oberon Road - Cottage 21
AR 55530 Oberon Road - Cottage 22
AR 55540 Oberon Road - Cottage 23
AR 60310 Binda Cabin 1 (The 8 cottages 

are now named Jenolan Caves 
Cottages)

AR 60320 Binda Cabin 2
AR 60330 Binda Cabin 3
AR 60340 Binda Cabin 4
AR 60350 Binda Cabin 5
AR 60360 Binda Cabin 6
AR 60370 Binda Cabin 7
AR 60380 Binda Cabin 8

Historic concrete weir for 
drinking water/fire water supply 
(located on Surveyors creek 400 
metres upstream from CP1)

Weir, Blue Lake (and Lake) 1908
Historic trout reservior and trout 
ladder adjacent Hydro plant

Historic Slaughter shed located 
at the camping ground

Current Hydro Electric 
plant/pipes/switchboards and 
building(The marble switchboard 
and 2 Pelton wheels date from 
1916)

Built–Subsurface



Internal cave infrastructure (ie 
paths, handrails, electrical etc) 
(collection)
Historic Electrical cables, 
switchboards, fittings and 
luminaries
Historic Ship style bolted/forged 
ladders and a bridge in various 
caves)

Most date 
from 1880

Historic forged cave security 
doors
Hand carved steps in 
limestone/cave formation & early 
concrete steps
Main Electrical substation 
building located in the Grand 
Arch
Dry stone limestone walls in 
various caves
Historic forged handrails & uprights & woven steel cable handrails

Natural
Karst systems
State park(s)
Natural rock Arches (3)
many parts of the cave system 
exhibit a wide range of 
geomorphological features 
reflecting climate change and 
different cave forming processes 
spanning 350 million years



44 kilometre Jenolan cave 
system with world's oldest 
known enterable caves/diverse 
range of minerals,cave 
speleothems, sediments & 
subfossils
Fossil bone deposits in various 
caves and as surface unroofed 
cave deposits

Relict troglobitic cave 
invertebrate species in 
numerous caves
McKeowns valley - excellent 
example of a Blind fluviokarst 
dry valley

Roads and Bridges
CMP Mt Victoria Road (numerous dry 

stone wall supports)
c1867-1895 
built1887

CMP The Cambridge's Zig Zag 
section of theOberon Road 
down the steep decent to the 
caves

c1867-1895 
built1879

CMP Limestone Bridge (deBurgh's 
bridge)

1895

CMP Road through Grand Arch 1895
AR 35555 Vehicular Roads
AR 36150 Bridges (Individual bridges now 

listed-Remove this entry)

Swing Bridge over Jenolan River



Six Foot walking track (original 
section cut into the steep decent 
onto the Devils CoachHouse 
and down to Caves House) 

Binoomea Cut or tunnel drilled 
and blasted for cave access

1954

Historical 
Archaeological

Site of Wallace’s Guest House 
(est. by 1895)

c1867-1895

Remains of early hydro-electric 
plant (Leffel Wheel with weir and 
feeding pipes)

c1867-1895

Weir, Blue Lake (and Lake) 1908

Remains of the first sewage 
treatment plant (right bank of 
river below blue lake)

1906

Remains of second(1909)and 
third(1953-54) Sewage 
Treatment Plants located below 
current Hydro station

Chimney and remains of historic 
Rose Cottage (located Northern 
end of McKeown's valley

c1880's

Site of Kiaora guesthouse 
c1890's (located top of 5 Mile 
Hill road) 
 

Aboriginal 
Archaeological



Number of sites to be advised 
by NPWS 
13 documented sites all open 
sites except for two rock art sites 
(many undocumented open sites 
exist throughout the reserve).

Moveable
Caves House moveable heritage 
(collection)
Photographs
Artefacts

Other
Limestone quarry above No.3 
car park

1896-1906

Iron rail fencing (location?) 1896-1906
AR (various) Water storage tanks and 

systems
AR 36020 et 

al
Sewerage and Septic System

AR 37410 On-site and interpretive signage

Gate posts, culvert and drain on 
road to Wallace’s Guest House

c1867-1895

Stone retaining wall around 
CMP38, Mt Victoria Road

c1867-1895

Oral histories

Landscape and 
gardens



Remnants of early garden 
terraces opposite Caves House 
( Design/planted species 
probably undertaken by Maiden)

1896-1906

Historic trees located around Caves House
Historic row of Atlantic pines (located 400 metres up surveyors creek from CP1)
Dry stone walls (various) built by Bradley & others located in main precinct valley
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State Heritage Register Listing for Jenolan Caves  
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NSW Heritage Office Maintenance Guidelines  





The maintenance series Information sheet

1.2

Documenting maintenance
and repair works

Introduction
The aim of documentation is to give those carrying out the works the
information they need. Documents are also used to prepare cost
estimates and to obtain tenders from potential contractors.

Documentation should be prepared by qualified specialists. The key to
good documentation is to correctly identify the problem to be solved,
and hence to specify an appropriate solution. The nature and extent of
the work must then be clearly conveyed to those who will do it.
This information sheet discusses firstly what to document and
secondly how.

Understand the building
It is a principle of conservation that work on a significant building should
be based on a proper understanding of the building and its problems.

It should be noted that buildings move, sink, bend and weather with age
and may not need to be straightened or kept in “as new” condition.

History and cultural significance
The history of the place with all its alterations and additions and
repairs needs to be known. The significant elements of a building must
be identified so that informed decisions can be made on whether an
element would be preserved rather than replaced. For example,
every effort should be made to preserve original stone carvings.
A conservation management plan for the building, which includes a
survey of the building fabric and a condition report, will answer most of
these questions. Further information on this subject can be found on the
Heritage Office website at www.heritage.nsw.gov.au

Information about the history of the building should be available to those
tendering to do the work, possibly as an appendix to the specification.

It should be noted that
buildings move, sink,
bend and weather with
age and may not need to
be straightened or kept
in “as new” condition.
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Drawings prepared by marking
up a copy of a photograph for
stone repairs.

Photographic overlays courtesy of Heritage Group, Department of Public Works and Services.

Drummy
section

Adhesive

Indent I
(original
stone)

Indent 2

Rusted
cramp

Mortar

Indent 3

If the history indicates that the site is likely to contain archaeological
relics, the documents will need to provide for an archaeological watching
brief. This requires the contractor to notify an archaeologist when
excavation works are to begin, or if items of potential archaeological
significance have been uncovered.

Construction methods
The performance of a building depends on the materials from which it is
made, and the way they are put together. If a building has held together
for a hundred years or more, it may be unwise to instigate a whole new
repair regime, such as installing a dampproof course, which can result in
new problems such as excessive drying out. It is better to work with the
building, doing as much as needed and as little as possible.

Often a full understanding of the building construction and condition will
only become apparent after detailed inspection from a scaffold.

Understand the problem
Old buildings can have all sorts of problems, such as:

damp and drainage

lead paint

asbestos

fire and safety.

Having identified a problem, don’t analyse it in isolation. 
Consider the problem in the context (and significance) of the building
as a whole. Most symptoms of building problems arise from more than
one cause. If a building shows signs of damp, for example, look carefully
to see that all the likely reasons for the damp have been identified.
The cause of the problem should be treated, as well as repairing the
damage that has resulted.

Drummy
section

Hole

Adhesive

Adhesive

Indent 2

Adhesive

Drummy
section

Indent 3

Rusted
cramp

Indent I
(original stone)

Indent 2
Rusted cramp

Mortar

Indent 3

Hole

Underside of Milestone

Adhesive

Mortar

Indent I
(original stone)

Indent 2

Rusted
cramp

Rusted cramp

Drummy
section

Adhesive

Indent 3

Mortar

Crack
(behind drummy
sedction
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Types of documentation

Contract conditions
If the works are being carried out by a contractor, some kind of contract
will be necessary. There are several standard forms of contract available.
Make sure that the contract gives you and the building adequate
protection if something goes wrong.

Even if a building has been closely inspected from a scaffold,
additional problems can be revealed during the project. There will always
be unforeseen problems and extra works in repairs to a building.
The contract should thus allow for further inspections to confirm the
extent of work.

Allowances
Lump-sum contracts may be inappropriate unless a large contingency
sum is included. A more flexible form of contract, with a schedule of
rates, can be better suited to conservation work.

Drawings
Drawings are usually the most efficient way to convey what something
looks like, how big it is and how it fits together. Drawings for stone
repairs, for example, could range from a simple sketch or marked-up
photograph to a complete set of computer-drafted plans at various
scales showing the location, size and shape of every stone in the
building.

Specifications
A specification is a written description of the materials and techniques to
be used in the work. Most project specifications incorporate references
to standard specifications such as those published by Standards
Australia.

Traditional specifications are
arranged in trade sections. Each
section includes a brief scope of
works, descriptions of the
required materials and techniques
to be used, and a detailed
description of specific elements.
Performance specifications may
not be adequate for achieving the
desired standard of work on a
historic building. Simply specifying
functional requirements will not
cover the replication of original
details such as rainwater heads,
or indicate how much existing
fabric is to be maintained.

Extract from a specification for woodwork

6.8 Durability – Woodwork
Natural durability: use timbers having natural durability appropriate to
the conditions of use, or preservation-timber of equivalent durability.

Classification: TO AS 1720.2.

Minimum requirements:

Class 1: Timbers in contact with ground.

Class 2: Timbers above ground, not in continuous contact with
moisture, well ventilated, protected from moisture but exposed to
the weather.

Class 3: Timbers above ground, not in continuous contact with
moisture, well ventilated, protected with a finish and well
maintained.

Class 4: Timbers fully protected from moisture, indoors, above
ground, and well ventilated.

Make sure that the
contract gives you
and the building
adequate protection
if something goes
wrong.
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Schedules
Most documents contain lists (known as schedules) of components such
as windows or floor finishes. For conservation work, schedules of repairs
are commonly prepared for each room or other element. Schedules are
an effective way to summarise the works to be done.

Samples
In many cases, the best way to document conservation work is to
require that it match existing work. Samples of workmanship, materials
or components can be identified and used as a reference. Make sure
that the approved samples are properly marked and retained throughout
the job.

Most maintenance and repair jobs will be documented using a
combination of methods. For example, plaster repair documents could
include a drawing showing repair locations, a specification with
standards for plaster mixes and application, and a schedule listing the
works required to each wall and ceiling, with a marked area of wall
plaster on site used as a sample of the finish to be achieved.

A basic rule for good documentation is that the specification describes
what needs to be done and the drawing shows where. There is potential
for conflict and discrepancy between the two where a note on a drawing
overlaps a specification clause.

The final set of documents to be used should be appropriate for the job.
More documentation is not necessarily better. The same rule applies to
documentation as to the work: as much as necessary and as little as
possible.

The order of works
A number of interrelated repairs
may be necessary to solve a
problem and should be carried out
in the appropriate order. Don’t
apply finishes until the repair of
underlying problems such as
damp is complete. You can
nominate a program in the
documents, or ask tenderers to
submit one showing their
proposed order for the works and
proposed working hours.

Extract from a schedule of repairs to windows

General works – repairs and repainting to windows

To remove rust and defective paint, extent shown on 
drawing 01, and to dispose of toxic waste according 
to all statutory requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $____________

To remove putty around number of glazing pins as 
nominated and to re-putty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $____________

To remove broken glass as nominated and reglazing,
including glazing pins and re-puttying. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $____________

To apply initial primer coat as specified to all 
external faces and reveals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $____________

To apply two finished coats as specified to all 
external faces and reveals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $____________

To clean and lubricate all windows, 
externally and internally . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $____________

A basic rule for good
documentation is that
the specification
describes what needs
to be done and the
drawing shows
where. 
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Preparing the documents
Two basic questions need to be answered before documents can be
prepared for repair work.

Are tradespeople available to execute the work?
Documents need to be tailored to the known skills of the tradespeople
likely to be working on the project. You must find out what trades will be
required and whether these skills are currently available in the
marketplace. It is no good specifying tuck-pointing if tuck-pointers are
not available.

One solution is to ask tenderers to list recent projects, and nominate the
staff who will be working on the project. Another is to ask them to do
test panels as part of the selection process. If possible, discuss
proposed works on site with experienced craftspeople before preparing
the documents.

Some types of repair work are relatively new and there are few skilled in
doing them. In these cases, your documents should contain background
information on the reasons for the repair technique, and detailed
instructions on how to do it, and how it should look when finished. For
example, desalination of stonework by applying a weak sacrificial plaster
mix may need to be explained to tradespeople who otherwise may be
reluctant to apply what appears to be a ‘poor mix’ that ‘won’t last long’.

There is no substitute for a conservation architect to supervise the work,
for an experienced project manager to coordinate the works and for
reliable, experienced, specialist sub-contractors.

Are materials available for the repair work?
The materials originally used on the building may no longer be
obtainable. You will need to find out about replacement materials and
their limitations and methods of application. For example, is matching
stone available? If so, the size of quarry blocks and correct methods of
bedding, jointing and fixing may need to be discussed with an
experienced banker mason. If not, rather than using new stone you may
choose to repair with synthetic stone (a mixture of blended sand and
epoxy resin). In this case, you need to know the consequences of using
non-matching materials so that the new mix does not cause future
damage to the surrounding stone.

Document with care
Poorly documented repair works could result in the work making matters
worse rather than better.

Documents should include a description of site conditions, such as
potential noise problems, access times and work areas for the
contractor and special protection of heritage fabric. Generally, the
requirements of the occupants and the users of the building should be
documented where they conflict with the contractor’s work. Note that
some work may need to be done “out of work hours”.

The materials originally
used on the building may
no longer be obtainable.
You will need to find out
about replacement
materials and their
limitations and methods
of application. 
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Protecting existing fabric
Make sure the contactor is properly informed about protecting the
important parts of the building, and what these are. For example, it may
not be acceptable for riggers to break glass panels in order to secure
scaffolding ties. The glass may have heritage significance and may be
irreplaceable.

The role of new technology
Generally, repairing a building with traditional techniques and materials is
consistent with the conservation philosophy of the Australian ICO MOS
Burra Charter. However, in some cases, new techniques can be
appropriate, such as the use of synthetic stone as a means of extending
the life of the original stone.

Mistakes of the recent past have shown that new materials must be
introduced cautiously. The use of consolidants and waterproofing
coatings for Sydney sandstone has not been tested sufficiently to
warrant risking heritage fabric with an application of these unproven
materials. As a general rule, intervention with new materials should be
reversible.

Further information
In addition to the information sheets in this manual, assistance with
documentation is available from reference books, industry associations,
and heritage organisations. The NSW Heritage Office publishes on their
website a list of conservation suppliers and services, and can also
provide information on available courses of study for those who wish to
learn more about historic buildings and their care and maintenance.

DISCLAIMER

Any representation, statement, opinion or advice expressed or implied in this publication
is made in good faith but on the basis that the State of New South Wales, its agents and
employees are not liable (whether by reason of negligence, lack of care or otherwise) to
any person for any damage or loss whatsoever which has occurred or may occur in
relation to that person taking or not taking (as the case may be) action in respect of any
representation, statement or advice referred to above.
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MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 
 
 
Major amendments to the Heritage Act 1977 passed both houses of State 
Parliament and came into effect on 2 April 1999. The changes are the result of 
substantial review of the NSW heritage system.  
 
One of the changes in policy reflected in the new legislation is the establishment 
of Minimum Standards. Since the original Heritage Act was passed in 1977 the 
“wilful neglect” provisions had been ineffective in preventing the deterioration of 
heritage items. In the twenty years of its operation there were no successful 
prosecutions under this section of the Act.  
 
The section has therefore been deleted and replaced. Owners of items listed on 
the State Heritage Register are now required to ensure that heritage 
significance is maintained. Owners are required to achieve minimum standards 
of maintenance and repair.  
 
The standards are set out in the Regulation, and relate to: 
 

• weatherproofing; 
• fire protection; 
• security; and 
• essential maintenance.  

 
These are minimum standards to ensure that heritage significance is 
maintained. They do not require owners to undertake restoration works, but 
where works are needed owners may be eligible to apply for financial assistance 
through the Heritage Incentives Program.  
 
Where these standards are not met and the heritage significance of the item is in 
jeopardy the Heritage Council will now have the power to order repairs after 
consultation with the owner. 
 
As a last resort, if negotiations have failed and the owner does not comply with 
the order, the Heritage Council can arrange for the works to be carried out and 
charge the expenses to the owner. The Minister may consent to the Heritage 
Council’s prosecution of the owner for failure to comply with an order under this 
section of the Act.  
 
A copy of the Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999, extracted from the New 
South Wales Government Gazette No.27, 1999, pages 1 – 9, is included for your 
information. 
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What is the State Heritage Register? 
 
Heritage places and items of particular importance to the people of New South 
Wales are listed on the State Heritage Register. The Register was created in 
April 1999 by amendments to the Heritage Act 1977. 
 
The key to listing on the State Heritage Register is the level of significance. Only 
those heritage items which are of state significance in NSW are listed on the 
State Heritage Register. 
 
The Register replaces the old system of permanent conservation orders as a 
means of listing items of state significance 
 
The Register forms part of the State Heritage Inventory, an electronic database 
of all protected heritage items in New South Wales. To check whether an item is 
listed on the Register, consult the State Heritage Inventory on the internet 
through the Heritage Office home page: www.heritage.nsw.gov.au 
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 
 
under the 
 
Heritage Act 1977 
 
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has made the following Regulation 
under the Heritage Act 1977. 
 
CRAIG KNOWLES, M.P., 
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning 
 
Explanatory note 
 
The object of this Regulation is to impose minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and repair of 
buildings, works and relics that are listed on the State Heritage Register or within a precinct that is listed on 
that Register. 
 
This Regulation is made under the Heritage Act 1977, including sections 118 (as substituted by the Heritage 
Amendment Act 1998) and 165 (the general regulation-making power). 
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Clause 1 Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 
 
 

Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 
 
1  Name of Regulation 
 

 This Regulation is the Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999. 
 
2  Commencement 
 
  This Regulation commences on 2 April 1999. 
 
3  Amendment of Heritage Regulation 1993 
 
  The Heritage Regulation 1993 is amended as set out in Schedule 1. 
 
4  Notes 
 
The explanatory note does not form part of this Regulation. 
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 
 
Amendments           Schedule 1 
 
 
 

Schedule 1 Amendments 
 

(Clause 3) 
[1] Part 1, heading 
 
Insert before clause 1: 
 
Part 1 Preliminary 
 
[2] Clause 3 Interpretation 
 
Insert at the end of clause 3: 
 
 (3) Notes in the text of this Regulation do not form part of this Regulation. 
 
[31 Part 2, heading 
 
Insert before clause 4: 
 
Part 2  Fees and forms 
 
[4] Part 3 
 
Insert after clause 9: 
 
 Part 3 Minimum standards of maintenance and repair 
 
 9A Minimum standards imposed 
 

Pursuant to section 118 of the Act, the standards set out in this Part are imposed as 
minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and repair of a building, work or relic 
that is listed or within a precinct that is listed on the State Heritage Register. 
 
Note. Section 119 of the Act requires the owner of the building, work or relic to ensure that it is maintained 
and repaired to standards that are not less than the minimum standards imposed by this Part. Nothing in 
this Part affects any requirement for the approval under Part 4 of the Act of any aspect of maintenance or 
repair. 
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 
 
Schedule 1   Amendments  
 
 
 
 

9B Inspection 
 
(1) The building, work or relic, and its curtilage or site, must be inspected to identify maintenance and 

repairs that are needed to ensure compliance with section 119 of the Act in respect of the standards 
set out in clauses 9C-9H. 

 
(2) The inspection must be carried out at least once every 12 months in the case of the standards set out 

in clauses 9C-9G and at least once every 3 years in the case of the standards set out in clause 9H. 
 

Note. The maintenance and repair requirements of section 119 of the Act are ongoing and are not limited to matters 
identified by an inspection carded out for the purposes of this clause. 

 

(3) The inspection is to be carried out by a person with expertise and experience appropriate to the nature 
of the item concerned.  

 
(4) In the case of a relic kept in a repository or as part of a collection, the inspection is to extend to the 

conditions under which the relic is kept. 
 
(5) In the case of a relic that is attached to or forms part of land, the inspection is to include an 

assessment of the stability of the site of the relic. 
 
9C  Weather protection 
 
(1) The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired (including by being 

cleaned and secured) when and to the standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of protection 
for the building, work or relic, and its curtilage or site, against damage or deterioration due to weather: 

 
(a) surface and sub-surface drainage systems, 

 
(b) roof drainage systems, including gutters, rainwater heads, downpipes and stormwater drainage 

systems, 
 

(c) water storages, dams, ponds, retention basins, watercourses, batters, levee banks, sea-walls 
and other flood and erosion mitigation measures, 
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 
 
Amendments Schedule 1 
 
 
 

(d) roofs, walls, doors and windows (including the glass components of doors and windows) and 
other components intended to exclude sun, rain, wind, hail, snow or other weather elements, 
including their security against the effects of high winds; 

 
(e) systems or components which might be at risk of damage or dislodgment by high winds, 

including damage by falling trees and branches, tidal inundation or wave action; 
 
(f) systems and components such as damp proof courses, flashings, ventilation systems and 

other measures intended to prevent the ingress of water or dampness or to reduce its effects; 
 
(g) lightning conductors; 
 
(h) any other system or component designed to protect the building, work or relic or its curtilage or 

site against damage or deterioration due to weather. 
 
(2) Doors and windows of a building may, as an alternative to being repaired, be boarded up, but only: 
 

(a)  if the building is unoccupied, or 
 
(b)  as a short term measure pending repair. 

 
(3) If an opening to a building is designed or intended to have a door, window or other closure in place and 

does not have the door, window or other closure in place, the opening must be boarded up. 
 
9D Fire protection 
 
(1) Vegetation, rubbish and any other material that could create a fire hazard for the building, work or relic 

is to be removed and not permitted to accumulate. 
 

Note. Vegetation and other items can be of heritage significance, and their removal may require the approval of the 
Heritage Council or the local council. 
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Heritage Amendment Regulation 1999 
 
Schedule 1  Amendments  
 
 

 
(2) The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired when and to the 

standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of protection for the building, work or relic against 
damage or destruction by fire: 

 
(a) lightning conductors, 
 
(b) fire detection and control systems, including smoke and beat detectors and fire sprinkler 

systems and including associated alarm and communication systems, 

 
(c) stores of inflammable materials or rubbish, 
 
(d) building services such as electricity, gas and heating systems, 
 
(c) any other system or component. designed to protect the building, work or relic from damage or 

destruction by fire. 
 
9E Additional fire protection for unoccupied buildings 
 
(1) The following additional fire protection measures must be taken for the protection of a building that is 

to be unoccupied for a continuous period of 60 days or more: 
 

(a) heating or gas services must be shut down, gas or oil supply to those services must be turned 
off at the mains or other point of connection to supply, and portable gas or oil storages must be 
removed, 

 
(b) permanent or temporary smoke detection systems must be installed with associated 

communication systems connected to the Fire Brigade and, if the building will be unoccupied for 
a period of 6 months or more, provided with a permanent power supply. 

 
(2) This clause does not apply to any outbuilding within the curtilage or site of a building unless the 

outbuilding has been constructed or adapted for use as a dwelling. 
 
(3) The use of a building for storage of goods or materials does not constitute occupation of the building 

for the purposes of this clause if the building ordinarily has another use or is a building of a kind not 
ordinarily used for storage. 
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9F Security 
 
(1) Fencing or surveillance systems appropriate to the nature and location of the building, work or relic 

must be installed to secure it and its site and prevent vandalism. 
 
(2) The following systems or components, if present, must be maintained and repaired when and to the 

standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of security for the building, work or relic: 
 

(a) boundary and internal fences and gates, including associated locking mechanisms, 
 
(b) in the case of a building, the walls, roof and other building elements, doors, windows and other 

closures, including glazing and associated locking and latching mechanisms, 
 
(c) any electronic surveillance or alarm system installed on the site, 
 
(d) any other system or component designed to ensure the security of the building, work or relic. 

 
(3) Doors and windows of a building may, as an alternative to being repaired, be boarded up, but only: 
 

(a) if the building is unoccupied, or 
 
(b) as a short term measure pending repair. 
 

(4) If an opening to a building is designed or intended to have a door, window or other closure in p lace 
and does not have the door, window or other closure in place, the opening must be boarded up. 

 
9G Additional security measures for unoccupied buildings 
 
(1) The following additional security measures must be taken for the protection of a building that is to be 

unoccupied for a continuous period of 60 days or more: 
 

(a) if an electronic surveillance or alarm-system is installed, the system must be connected to a 
Police Station or a commercial security provider, 
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(b) if no electronic surveillance or alarm system is installed, arrangements must be in place for 
regular surveillance of the building, work or relic, as appropriate to its nature and location. 

 
(2) This clause does not apply to any outbuilding within the curtilage or site of a building unless the 

outbuilding has been constructed or adapted for use as a dwelling. 
 
(3) The use of a building for storage of goods or materials does not constitute occupation of the building 

for the purposes of this clause if the building ordinarily has another use or is a building of a kind not 
ordinarily used for storage. 

 
9H Essential maintenance and repair 
 
(1) Essential maintenance and repair of a building, work or relic (being maintenance and repair necessary 

to prevent serious or irreparable damage or deterioration) must be carried out whenever necessary. 
 
(2) Essential maintenance and repair includes: 
 

(a) the taking of measures (Including inspection) to control pests such as termites, rodents, birds 
and other vermin, and 

 
(b) the taking of measures to maintain a stable environment for in-situ archaeological relics. 
 

(3) The requirement for essential maintenance and repair extends to (but is not limited to) the following: 
 

(a) foundations, footings and supporting structure of any building, work or relic, 
 
(b) structural elements such as walls, columns, beams, floors, roofs and roof structures, and 

verandah or balcony structures, 
 
(c) exterior and interior finishes and details, 
 
(d) systems and components (such as ventilators or ventilation systems) intended to reduce or 

prevent damage due to dampness, 
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(e) fixtures, fittings and moveable objects attached to the building, work or relic, or to its curtilage or 
site, 

 
(f) landscape elements on the site of and associated with the building, work or relic, including 

vegetation, garden walls, paths, fences, statuary, ornaments and the like. 
 

9I Conservation management plans 
 
(1) A conservation management plan is a plan prepared by 
 the owner of a building, work or relic for the 
 conservation of the building, work or relic. 
 
(2) A conservation management plan endorsed by the 
 Heritage Council for a building, work or relic may: 
 

(a) provide that a standard set out in this Part does not apply to the building. work or relic (in which 
case the standard does not apply to it), or 

 
(b) impose additional standards of maintenance and repair for the building, work or relic (in which 

case those standards are imposed as minimum standards with respect to the maintenance and 
repair of the building, work or relic, in addition to those set out In this Part). 

 
[5] Part 4, heading 
 
Insert before clause 10: 
 
Part 4  Miscellaneous 
 
 
 
 





Introduction
The regular expenditure of a small amount of maintenance funds is much
better for a building, and more cost effective, than large injections of
capital every 20 years or so. People often think that once a building has
been ‘restored’ it doesn’t need to be looked at again for many years.
But many major repairs to historic buildings could have been prevented
if simple things like leaking down-pipes and gutters had been cleaned
out or repaired quickly.

What is maintenance?
Maintenance is defined by the Burra Charter1 as the continuous
protective care of the fabric, contents and setting of a place.
Maintenance can be categorised according to why and when it
happens, as:

corrective maintenance

work necessary to bring a building to an acceptable standard (often
as recommended by a conservation plan) such as treatment for
rising damp; or

planned maintenance 

work to prevent failure which recurs predictably within the life of a
building, such as cleaning gutters or painting; or

emergency corrective maintenance

work that must be initiated immediately for health, safety, security
reasons or that may result in the rapid deterioration of the structure or
fabric if not undertaken (for example, roof repairs after storm damage,
graffiti removal or repairing broken glass). A daily response system
detailing who is responsible for urgent repairs should be prepared. 

The maintenance series Information sheet

1.1

Preparing a
maintenance plan

1. The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the
Conservation of Cultural Significance
(The Burra Charter) gives definition for terms
used in heritage conservation, discusses
acceptable conservation processes and
establishes the best practice for achieving the
heritage conservation of a particular item.
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Building maintenance can also be categorised according to who carries
out the maintenance work:

housekeeping maintenance 

carried out by property managers; or

second line maintenance 

carried out by specialist building tradespeople.

Equipment and plant installed within a building also need routine
servicing and the replenishment of consumables to keep them in
working order. They usually have specific servicing and maintenance
requirements which are provided through a service contract, often with
the supplier.

Why have a maintenance plan?
The main reason for a maintenance plan is that it is the most
cost-effective way to maintain the value of an asset. The advantages
of a plan are:

the property is organised and maintained in a systematic rather than
ad-hoc way;

building services can be monitored to assist their efficient use;

the standard and presentation of the property can be maintained;

subjective decision making and emergency corrective maintenance
are minimised.

When buildings are neglected, defects can occur which may result in
extensive and avoidable damage to the building fabric or equipment.
Neglect of maintenance can also give rise to fire and safety hazards,
which could result in building owners being found legally liable for
any injuries.

Photograph by Peter Phillips

Poor maintenance has resulted in
damage and deterioration to this
building

When buildings are
neglected, defects
can occur which may
result in extensive
and avoidable
damage to the
building fabric or
equipment. 
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Total asset management
For NSW Government agencies, the maintenance plan forms part of a
total asset management strategy. Total asset management is aimed at
improving value for money from public sector assets. (Refer to Heritage
Asset Management Guidelines, 2nd edition, published by NSW
Department of Public Works and Services in 1996.)

Whether in public or private ownership, good management of heritage
assets should include effective conservation planning aimed at retaining
heritage values, and effective maintenance programs to direct money
effectively and wisely.

Recording the asset

As a building manager, you need to know and record in detail what you
are managing. Without this information you cannot decide on a
maintenance policy or estimate your expenditure for a budget.

Basic information that a building manager needs to have includes: 

plans, showing location of all elements, easements and
construction details

age and condition of the building

services details

maintenance requirements

names and contacts of those responsible for maintenance

dimensions and areas of accommodation

local council requirements

heritage listings

reports on the building, including a conservation management plan

details of previous conservation works.

Diagram from Preventive Maintenance of Buildings, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1991.

Preventive maintenance costs markedly less than repairing extensive damage or building failures

Total cost of major repair (C)
Total cost of minor repair (B)

Total cost of preventive maintenance (A)

Structural failures occur

Structure not usable

Start of major failures

Start of minor failures

Normal wear

Major repair

Minor repair

Preventive maintenance
Time in years

R
ep

ai
r 

co
st

s

Total asset management
is aimed at improving
value for money …
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The following tools can assist with the recording of information.

Heritage study inventory sheet
These are often prepared by the local council, although owners with a
number of heritage assets often prepare their own. The inventory sheet
usually includes a description of the item, information on architectural
style, historical significance and heritage listings and a photograph. Data
sheets are usually accessible on a database and can be expanded to
any level of detail. They can include not only buildings but trees,
individual rooms, furniture, artworks and objects.

Day log book or diary
The diary is for recording reported defects, injuries and daily expenses.

Maintenance log book
This records all maintenance work carried out, including a description of
the work, date of completion, estimated and actual cost, contractor and
warranties. A cross-reference system should enable details of treatments
such as fungicides, paint types and colours to be readily accessible in
the future. As the log book includes the actual price for work done, it is a
valuable source for future budgeting. 

Periodic inspection survey
All properties should be inspected at regular intervals to identify any
deterioration and required maintenance work, including cleaning.

Records show the history of an item’s condition, and are a guide to likely
future problems and costs. They indicate whether a property is being
over- or under-maintained or misused, and can show if previous
maintenance was inappropriate or if there are design or material defects.
All records should be readily available on site.

It could be advantageous to record the long-term performance of repair
materials and procedures in order to assess their suitability for future
maintenance work. Where there may be changes in maintenance
personnel, the failure to keep detailed records could result in a repetition
of previous mistakes. The usefulness of written records will often be
enhanced by taking photographs periodically to illustrate detrimental
changes in the performance of the repair.

Preparing a budget
Annual budgeted expenditure on maintenance can be of three kinds:

committed expenditure, which includes tasks that occur every
year as part of planned maintenance, such as maintenance
contracts;

variable expenditure, which includes regular tasks within an
overall program of planned maintenance that may not occur every
year. The building manager exercises some discretion and decides on
priorities for these tasks;

The Heritage Office building in
Parramatta, originally constructed as
the Kings School in 1836, is an
example of a carefully conserved and
maintained historic building.

As the log book includes
the actual price for work
done, it is a valuable
source for future
budgeting.
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managed expenditure, which relates to unplanned maintenance
works carried out entirely at the building manager’s discretion –
primarily emergency corrective maintenance.

The aim of a maintenance budget is to reduce managed expenditure
over time as far as possible and replace it with variable expenditure.
Regular inspections can help by identifying how components are
performing and when they might fail.

Budgets need to include costs for inspections, replacement of
materials or finishes, cleaning and any unforeseen breakdowns or
repairs. Budgeting for these items will become more accurate over time
if detailed records of maintenance expenditure are kept.

Budgets need a simple control system, with regular and frequent reports
on actual and committed expenditure.

Preparing a program
At least two levels of programming are required:

long term maintenance, up to and including the first painting
cycle, which can extend to 50 years for a building with a slate roof or
100 years for a building with stonework;

annual maintenance, a schedule can be compiled by assessing
the annual inspection survey, day log book or diary and work carried
over from the previous year. The daily response system for carrying
out urgent maintenance should be upgraded annually.

Invariably, the cost of all desirable works in any one year will exceed the
budget. The building manager then has to decide what is necessary this
year to maintain the asset within the funds available, and what could be
carried forward to the following year.

This implies setting priorities for different works. Some of the factors
affecting priorities are:

occupational health and safety

security of premises

statutory requirements

vandalism

increased operating costs

loss of revenue

disruption to business operations

likely failure of critical building fabric

policy decisions.

The aim of a maintenance
budget is to reduce
managed expenditure
over time as far as
possible and replace it
with variable expenditure. 
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Inspecting your property
Regular inspections are basic to planned maintenance. They ensure
continuing serviceability and economy of labour and materials.
Inspections should be carried out using standard forms to assist
comparison with previous inspections. It is desirable to use the same
people over a long period to aid continuity with maintenance
assessment.

If carrying out inspections, you need to develop your skills in detecting
the first signs of failure. Do not attempt to carry out work or inspections
that may expose you or others to danger, and seek the help of relevant
specialists if necessary.

The inspection schedules in the appendix should guide you in what to
look for, and how often you need inspections to maintain your property.
The schedule gives an average life expectancy for materials or elements,
but remember that location, micro-climate and orientation will affect the
rate of deterioration. You will need to monitor life expectancy and adjust
it annually based on your inspections.

There is no general rule on how often maintenance surveys need to be
carried out. Frequency will be influenced by the rates of decay and
deterioration of various building elements. One of the main purposes
of a maintenance plan should be to provide guidance on this subject. 

Clearly some elements may deteriorate more rapidly than others.
For example, storm water drainage is likely to require inspections
and attention at closer intervals than joint or roof repairs. When the
maintenance plan is introduced it is sensible to err on the conservative
side and carry out some inspections at shorter intervals, for example six
or twelve months. Gradually, after background data has been collected,
it may be found appropriate to extend the intervals between inspections
and maintenance procedures of the various building elements.

While many defects can be easily seen, others may require instrument or
laboratory testing for an early indication of rot or termite infestation in
timber, dampness in walls, or decay beneath a painted surface.

Maintenance review
The effectiveness of the maintenance work that has been carried out
should be reviewed regularly. An important part of the maintenance
planning for a building is to improve the previous decisions to maintain
the asset so that subsequent maintenance expenditure will be more
effective. Issues to consider when reviewing the work include:

was it necessary or appropriate

the timing and standard

time frame of the planned maintenance work.

This can form part of the annual inspection when the fabric condition is
being assessed.

The effectiveness of the
maintenance work that
has been carried out
should be reviewed
regularly. 

Photograph by Robyn Conroy.

Regular inspections are crucial to
effective maintenance of heritage
buildings.
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EXTERNAL PROGRAM/ESTIMATE SCHEDULE
Building Element Year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total

1. Roof covering
Iron/battens
Flashing

Inspection

2. Roof Drainage
Galvanised iron
Cast iron

Inspection

3. Eaves
Timber
Birdproofing

Inspection

4. Fabric
Galvanised iron
Brickwork
Timber
Stone

Inspection

5. Structure
Timber

Inspection

6. Joinery
Windows
Doors

Inspection

7. Painting
Generally
Window sills
Door-frames
Balustrade

Inspection

8. Services
Stormwater

Inspection

9. External Works
Timber fence
Steel fence
Concrete
Paving
Bitumen paving

Inspection

10. Urgent maintenance

TOTAL $

Note: Frequency of inspections will be influenced by the rates of decay and deterioration, particularly to buildings recently purchased or poorly maintained.
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DISCLAIMER

Any representation, statement, opinion or advice expressed or implied in this publication
is made in good faith but on the basis that the State of New South Wales, its agents and
employees are not liable (whether by reason of negligence, lack of care or otherwise) to
any person for any damage or loss whatsoever which has occurred or may occur in
relation to that person taking or not taking (as the case may be) action in respect of any
representation, statement or advice referred to above.
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In NSW important items of our environmental heritage are listed on the State 
Heritage Register. Any changes to those items should respect and retain 
those qualities and characteristics that make the heritage place special. 
 
Any major works proposed for State Heritage Register items therefore need 
to be assessed and approved by the Heritage Council to ensure that the 
heritage significance of the item will not be adversely affected.  
 
However, the assessment process can waste the time and resources of both 
the owner and the Heritage Council if the works are only minor in nature and 
will have minimal impact on the heritage significance of the place. The 
Heritage Act allows the Minister for Planning , on the recommendation of the 
Heritage Council, to grant exemptions for certain activities which would 
otherwise require approval under the NSW Heritage Act. 
 
There are two types of exemptions which can apply to a heritage item listed 
on the State Heritage Register: 
 
1. standard exemptions for all items on the State Heritage Register. Typical 

activities that are exempted include building maintenance, minor repairs, 
alterations to certain interiors or areas and change of use. 

 
2. site specific exemptions for a particular heritage item can be approved by 

the Minister on the recommendation of the Heritage Council. 
 
These guidelines have been prepared to inform owners and managers of 
heritage items listed on the State Heritage Register about the standard 
exemptions. They also explain how to develop site specific exemptions for a 
heritage item.  
 
The State Heritage Register 
 
Heritage places and items of particular importance to the people of New South 
Wales are listed on the State Heritage Register. The  Register was created in 
April 1999 by amendments to the Heritage Act 1977. 
 
The key to listing on the State Heritage Register is the level of significance. 
Only those heritage items which are of state significance in NSW are listed 
on the State Heritage Register. 
 
To check whether an item is listed on the register, check the online heritage 
database on the Heritage Office homepage:  
 
www.heritage.nsw.gov.au.  
 
This online database lists all statutorily protected items in NSW.  
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WHY HAVE STANDARD EXEMPTIONS? 
 
The standard exemptions apply to all items listed on the State Heritage 
Register. These exemptions came into force on 25 March 2006. They replace 
all previous standard exemptions.  
 
The current exemptions replace those gazetted on 7 March 2003, 18 June 
2004 and 8 July 2005. They relate to a broad range of minor development and 
will result in a more streamlined approval process.  
 
The purpose of the standard exemptions is to clarify for owners, the Heritage 
Office and local councils what kind of maintenance and minor works can be 
undertaken without needing Heritage Council approval. This ensures that 
owners are not required to make unnecessary applications for minor 
maintenance and repair. 
 
Heritage Council has drafted guidelines to help owners and managers to 
interpret and apply the standard exemptions. These guidelines were published 
in 2004 and have been incorporated into this document.  
 
 
HOW WILL EXEMPTIONS ALREADY IN PLACE BE AFFECTED 
BY THE NEW STANDARD EXEMPTIONS? 
 
1. Standard Exemptions: The new standard exemptions replace all existing 

standard exemptions.  
 
2. Site Specific Exemptions: Some heritage items have site specific 

exemptions for works other than those in the standard list. Site specific 
exemptions will continue to remain in force. 

 
 
WHAT OTHER APPROVALS ARE NECESSARY TO DO WORK 
ON A HERITAGE ITEM? 
 
The exemptions only reduce the need to obtain approval from the Heritage 
Council, under section 60 of the Heritage Act, to carry out works to a heritage 
item listed on the State Heritage Register. You should check with your local 
council for information on additional development and building approvals, and 
with the Heritage Office for other approvals which may be required under the 
Heritage Act, such as an Excavation Permit. 
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HOW TO RELATE THE STANDARD EXEMPTION CLAUSES TO 
YOUR HERITAGE ITEM 
 
The standard exemption clauses can be grouped under two headings: 
 

• maintenance and repairs; 
• alterations. 

 
Clauses have been kept as concise as possible to avoid ambiguities. The 
terminology used is consistent with the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter. 
Australia ICOMOS is the Australian Chapter of International Council on 
Monuments and Sites, a UNESCO-affiliated international organisation of 
conservation specialists. The Burra Charter is a nationally accepted standard 
for assessing and managing change to heritage items. 
 
Before you develop firm proposals for changes to the heritage item, take the 
following actions: 
  
 [ 1.] Check the boundaries of the item to which the State   

Heritage Register listing applies; 
 
 [ 2.] Check the exemptions which apply to your heritage  
  item; 
 
 [ 3.] Read these explanatory notes to ensure that the work you  
  propose is exempted; 
 
 [ 4.] If the work is not exempted, apply to the Heritage 
  Council for approval under section 60 of the Heritage  
  Act; 
 
 [ 5.] Check with the local council concerning other  
  approvals that may be required; 
 
 [ 6.] Check with the Heritage Office if the work you 
  propose involves the disturbance of relics more than  
  50 years old. 
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SCHEDULE OF STANDARD EXEMPTIONS 
 

 

HERITAGE ACT, 1977 

Order Under Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act, 1977 

 

I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to section 57(2) of the Heritage Act 1977, 
on the recommendation of the Heritage Council of New South Wales, do by 
this Order: 

1. revoke the Schedule of Exemptions to subsection 57(1) of the Heritage 
Act made under subsection 57(2) and published in the Government 
Gazette on 7 March 2003, 18 June 2004 and 8 July 2005; and 

2. grant standard exemptions from section 57(1) of the Heritage Act 1977, 
described in the Schedule below. 

 

FRANK SARTOR 

Minister for Planning 

Sydney, 25 March 2006 
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SCHEDULE OF EXEMPTIONS TO SUBSECTION 57(1) OF THE 
HERITAGE ACT 1977 

MADE UNDER SUBSECTION 57(2)  

GENERAL CONDIT IONS 

1. These general conditions apply to all of the following Exemptions. 

2. Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be carried 
out in accordance with relevant Guidelines issued by the Heritage 
Office including “The Maintenance of Heritage Assets: A Practical 
Guide” 1998, “Movable Heritage Principles” 2000 and “The Heritage 
Council Policy on Managing Change to Heritage Items”. 

3. The following Standard Exemptions do not apply to anything affecting 
relics, places, items or sites of heritage significance to Aboriginal 
people or which affect traditional access by Aboriginal people. 

4.      The Executive Director, Director and Managers employed by the 
Heritage Office, Department of Planning; the Executive Director, 
Tenant and Asset Management Services, employed by the Sydney 
Harbour Foreshore Authority; the Executive Director Cultural Heritage 
employed by the Department of Environment and Conservation; and 
the Director of Planning employed by the Sydney City Council may 
perform any of the functions of the Director-General of the 
Department of Planning (Director-General) under these exemptions. 

 
The authorisation to the Executive Director, Tenant and Asset 
Management Services of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority is 
restricted to land for which it is the delegated approval body under 
section 169 of the Heritage Act, and the preparation and submission 
of information required to demonstrate that compliance with the 
criteria contained in these exemptions is satisfied, must not be carried 
out by the Executive Director, Tenant and Asset Management 
Services. 

 
The authorisation to the Executive Director Cultural Heritage of the 
Department of Environment and Conservation is restricted to land for 
which it is the delegated approval body under section 169 of the 
Heritage Act, and the preparation and submission of information 
required to demonstrate that compliance with the criteria contained in 
these exemptions is satisfied, must not be carried out by the 
Executive Director Cultural Heritage. 

 
The authorisation to the Director of Planning, Sydney City Council is 
restricted to land for which the Council is the delegated approval body 
under section 169 of the Heritage Act, and the preparation and 
submission of information required to demonstrate that compliance 
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with the criteria contained in these exemptions is satisfied, must not 
be carried out by the Director of Planning, Sydney City Council. 

 
5. In these Exemptions, words shall be given the same meaning as in 

the Heritage Act 1977 (“the Act”) unless the contrary intention 
appears from the context of the exemption. 

6. Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be 
specified, supervised and carried out by people with knowledge, skills 
and experience appropriate to the work. 

 

Guidelines 

In addition to the above guidelines listed in paragraph two , the Heritage 
Council adopted further guidelines on 7 April 2004 for use in interpreting and 
applying the standard exemptions.   

If it is unclear whether proposed development satisfies the requirements of 
these exemptions, an application will be required under section 60 of the 
Heritage Act. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 1:  MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING 

1. The following maintenance and cleaning does not require approval 
under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) the maintenance of an item to retain its condition or 
operation without the removal of or damage to the 
existing fabric or the introduction of new materials; 

(b) cleaning including the removal of surface deposits, 
organic growths or graffiti by the use of low 
pressure water (less than 100 psi at the surface 
being cleaned) and neutral detergents and mild 
brushing and scrubbing. 

NOTE 1: Traditional finishes such as oils and waxes must continue to be used 
for timber surfaces rather than modern alternative protective coatings 
such as polyurethane or acrylic which may seal the surface and can 
cause damage. 

NOTE 2: Surface patina which has developed on the fabric may be an 
important part of the item's significance and if so needs to be preserved 
during maintenance and cleaning. 

Guidelines 

Maintenance is distinguished from repairs, restoration and reconstruction as it 
does not involve the removal of or damage to existing fabric or the 
introduction of new materials.  It is a continuing process of protective care.  
Typical maintenance activity includes: 

• the removal of vegetation and litter from gutters and drainage systems; 

• resecuring and tightening fixings of loose elements of building fabric; 

• lubricating equipment and services which have moving parts; 

• the application of protective coatings such as limewash, polish, oils and 
waxes to surfaces which have previously had such coatings applied; 
and 

• cleaning by the removal of surface deposits using methods other than 
aggressive mechanical or chemical techniques such as high pressure, 
high temperature or strong solvents which may affect the substrate. 

This standard exemption applies to the maintenance of all types of heritage 
items including buildings, works, landscapes, cemeteries and movable 
heritage.  Reference should be made to other relevant standard exemptions 
(#12, 14 and 17) for particular types of items.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 2:  REPAIRS 

 

1. Repair to an item which is of the type described in (a) or (b) below does 
not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) the replacement of services such as cabling, plumbing, 
wiring and fire services that uses existing service routes, 
cavities or voids or replaces existing  surface mounted 
services and does not involve damage to or the removal 
of significant fabric;  

(b) the repair (such as refixing and patching) or the replacement of 
missing, damaged or deteriorated fabric that is beyond further 
maintenance, which matches the existing fabric in appearance, 
material and method of affixing and does not involve damage to 
or the removal of significant fabric. 

NOTE 1: Repairs must be based on the principle of doing as little as possible 
and only as much as is necessary to retain and protect the element.  
Therefore replacement must only occur as a last resort where the 
major part of an element has decayed beyond further maintenance. 

NOTE 2: Any new materials used for repair must not exacerbate the decay of 
existing fabric due to chemical incompatibility, obscure existing fabric or 
limit access to existing fabric for future maintenance. 

NOTE 3: Repair must maximise protection and retention of fabric and include 
the conservation of existing detailing, such as vents, capping, 
chimneys, carving, decoration or glazing. 

 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption is not intended to allow the cumulative replacement 
of large amounts or a high proportion of the fabric of an item.  If replacement 
of large amounts of fabric is necessary, an application will be required to be 
submitted under s. 60 of the Heritage Act.  If there is uncertainty about 
whether the proposed extent of repair is exempt from approval, advice should 
be sought from the NSW Heritage Office. 

Repairs should have detailed specifications and carried out by licensed 
tradespeople with experience in the conservation of heritage buildings.  It is 
essential that the composition of elements of the fabric such renders, mortars, 
timber species and metal types remain the same to assist with matching 
appearance and avoiding chemical incompatibility. 

Repair may involve reconstruction which means returning an item to a known 
earlier state. This may involve the use of new or recycled materials.  
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Reconstruction must satisfy a four-part test to qualify for exemption from 
approval: 

1. The nature of the earlier state being reconstructed must be known.  
Where there is conjecture about the earlier state of the fabric or 
where it is proposed to change the appearance, material or method 
of fixing of the fabric an application under s.60 of the Heritage Act 
will be required. 

2. The replacement fabric must be matching in appearance and 
method of fixing. The use of salvaged or recycled fabric can be a 
valuable resource in matching appearance in preference to the use 
of new fabric which may appear obtrusive.  However the damage to 
other heritage buildings by the salvaging of fabric for reuse is 
unacceptable.  Salvaged materials must be judiciously sourced so 
as not to encourage secondary damage to other heritage 
resources.  The use of artificial ageing techniques to assist the 
matching of new with original fabric is only advocated where there 
is an obtrusive mismatch of materials which negatively impacts on 
the heritage significance of the item.  Ideally, new and original fabric 
should be subtly discernable on close examination to assist 
interpretation of the history of change to the building. 

3. The fabric being replaced must be beyond further maintenance.  
The replacement of fabric may only occur where fabric is missing or 
it is so damaged or deteriorated that it is beyond further 
maintenance.  In many cases the judgement about the level of 
deterioration and the effectiveness of further maintenance will 
require the advice of a person who is suitably experienced in similar 
heritage conservation projects.  If it is unclear that the fabric is 
beyond further maintenance, its replacement will require the 
submission of an application under s. 60 of the Heritage Act. 

4. Significant fabric must not be damaged or removed.  In all cases of 
repair, the damage or removal of significant fabric is not permitted 
without approval. Significant fabric is that which contributes to the 
heritage significance of the item.  The identification of the level of 
significance of fabric will usually require the advice of a person who 
is suitably experienced in similar heritage conservation projects.  
The damage or removal of significant fabric will require the 
submission of an application under s. 60 of the Heritage Act. 

New material used in repairs should where possible be date stamped in a 
location which is not conspicuous but is legible on close examination.   
Archival recording of removed and replacement fabric is advocated and 
should be used in interpretative displays where practicable. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 3:  PAINTING 

1. Painting does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act if the 
painting: 

(a) does not involve the disturbance or removal of earlier 
paint layers other than that which has failed by chalking, 
flaking, peeling or blistering;  

(b) involves over-coating with an appropriate surface as an 
isolating layer to provide a means of protection for 
significant earlier layers or to provide a stable basis for 
repainting; and 

(c) employs the same colour scheme and paint type as an 
earlier scheme if they are appropriate to the substrate and 
do not endanger the survival of earlier paint layers. 

2. Painting which employs a different colour scheme and paint type from 
an earlier scheme does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, 
provided that: 

(a) the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed colour 
scheme, paint type, details of surface preparation and 
paint removal will not adversely affect the heritage 
significance of the item; and  

(b) the person proposing to undertake the painting has 
received a notice advising that the Director-General is 
satisfied.  

3. A person proposing to undertake repainting of the kind described in 
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and describe the 
proposed colour scheme, paint type, details of surface preparation and 
paint removal involved in the repainting. If the Director-General is 
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in 
paragraph 2(a) the Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

NOTE: Preference should be given to the re-establishment of historically 
significant paint schemes of the item that are appropriate to the 
significance of the building. 

Guidelines 

Painting of surfaces which have not previously been painted such as face 
brickwork, stone, concrete or galvanised iron is likely to adversely affect the 
heritage significance of the item and is not exempt from approval under this 
standard exemption.  Likewise, the stripping of paint coatings which were 
intended to be protective may expose the substrate to damage and cause the 
loss of the historical record and significance of the building.  In cases where 
surface preparation has revealed significant historic paint layers, repainting 
should facilitate the interpretation of the evolution of the building by displaying 
appropriately located sample patches of historic paint schemes.  This 
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information should also be examined if it is proposed to recreate earlier 
finishes or paint schemes.   

Paint removal of failed layers to achieve a stable base for repainting is exempt 
from approval but intervention should be minimised to avoid the loss of the 
significant historical record.  Where old paint layers are sound they should be 
left undisturbed.  The removal of paint with a high content of lead or other 
hazardous materials requires considerable care and use of experienced 
tradespeople as its disturbance can create health hazards.  If the removal of 
such paint layers will adversely affect the heritage significance of the item, an 
application will be required under section 60 of the Heritage Act. 

Reference should be made to The Maintenance Series, NSW Heritage Office, 
particularly Information Sheets 6.2 Removing Paint from Old Buildings, 7.2 
Paint Finishes and 7.3 Basic Limewash. Available online at 
www.heritage.nsw.gov.au. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 4:  EXCAVATION 

1.       Excavation or disturbance of land of the kind specified below does not 
require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-
General is satisfied that the criteria in (a), (b) or (c) have been met and 
the person proposing to undertake the excavation or disturbance of 
land has received a notice advising that the Director-General is 
satisfied: 

(a) where an archaeological assessment has been prepared 
in accordance with Guidelines published by the Heritage 
Council of NSW which indicates that any relics in the land 
are unlikely to have State or local heritage significance; or  

(b) where the excavation or disturbance of land will have a 
minor impact on archaeological relics; or 

(c) where the excavation or disturbance of land involves only 
the removal of unstratified fill which has been deposited 
on the land. 

2. A person proposing to excavate or disturb land in the manner 
described in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and 
describe the proposed excavation or disturbance of land and set out 
why it satisfies the criteria set out in paragraph 1.  If the Director-
General is satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria 
set out in paragraph (a), (b) or (c) the Director-General shall notify the 
applicant. 

NOTE 1: Any excavation with the potential to affect Aboriginal objects must be 
referred to the Director-General of the Department of Environment and 
Conservation. 
 
NOTE 2:  If any Aboriginal objects are discovered on the site, excavation or 
disturbance is to cease and the Department of Environment and Conservation 
is to be informed in accordance with s. 91 of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act, 1974. 
 
NOTE 3: This exemption does not allow the removal of State significant relics. 
 
NOTE 4: Where substantial intact archaeological relics of State or local 
significance, not identified in the archaeological assessment or statement 
required by this exemption, are unexpectedly discovered during excavation, 
work must cease in the affected area and the Heritage Office must be notified 
in writing in accordance with s. 146 of the Act.  Depending on the nature of the 
discovery, additional assessment and possibly an excavation permit may be 
required prior to the recommencement of excavation in the affected area. 
 

Guidelines 

Excavation or disturbance to which clause 1(c) applies only involves the 
removal of unstratified fill material of minor heritage significance.  Such fill will 
have been deposited in a single episode. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 5:  RESTORATION 

1. Restoration of an item by returning significant fabric to a known earlier 
location without the introduction of new material does not require 
approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.  

2. The following restoration does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria 
in (a) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the 
restoration has received a notice advising that the Director-General is 
satisfied: 

(a) the restoration of an item without the introduction of new 
material (except for fixings) to reveal a known earlier 
configuration by removing accretions or reassembling 
existing components which does not adversely affect the 
heritage significance of the item. 

3. A person proposing to undertake restoration of the kind described in 
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and set out why there is 
a need for restoration to be undertaken and the proposed material and 
method of restoration. If the Director-General is satisfied that the 
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2(a), the 
Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

Restoration in accordance with clause 1 of this standard exemption does not 
involve the removal of fabric and only relates to the return of fabric which has 
been removed to storage or has been dislodged from its original location.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 6: DEVELOPMENT ENDORSED 
BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL OR DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

1. Minor development specifically identified as exempt development 
which does not materially impact on heritage significance, by a 
conservation policy or strategy within a conservation management plan 
which has been endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW or by a 
conservation management strategy endorsed by the Director-General 
does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act. 

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed 
development.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed 
development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the Director-
General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption does not exempt development that is consistent with 
a conservation policy or strategy contained in an endorsed conservation 
management plan or interim conservation management strategy other than 
development that is specifically identified as exempt development in that 
conservation plan or strategy.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 7:  MINOR ACTIVITIES WITH NO 
ADVERSE IMPACT ON HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE 

1. Anything which in the opinion of the Director-General is of a minor 
nature and will not adversely affect the heritage significance of the item 
does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.  

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed activity.  
If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed activity meets the 
criteria set out in paragraph 1, the Director-General shall notify the 
applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption has the potential to relate to a wide range of minor 
development.  In determining whether a proposed development is minor the 
Director may have regard to the context of the particular heritage item such as 
its size and setting.  For instance a development may be considered to be 
minor in the context of Prospect Reservoir’s 1200ha curtilage whereas a 
similar proposal affecting an item on a smaller site may not be considered to 
be minor. 

In order to assess whether a proposal has an adverse affect on heritage 
significance it is necessary to submit a clear and concise statement of the 
item’s heritage significance and an assessment of whether a proposal impacts 
on that significance.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 8:  NON-SIGNIFICANT FABRIC 

1. The following development does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria 
in (a) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the 
development has received a notice advising that the Director-General 
is satisfied: 

(a) the alteration of a building involving the construction or 
installation of new fabric or services or the  removal of 
building fabric which will not adversely affect the heritage 
significance of the item. 

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed 
development.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed 
development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a), the Director-
General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

In order to assess the level of significance of fabric it is necessary to submit a 
clear and concise statement of the item’s heritage significance and to grade 
the fabric of the place in accordance with its association with or impact on that 
significance.  It may not always be concluded that more recent fabric is of less 
or no heritage significance. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 9:  CHANGE OF USE 

1. The change of use of an item or its curtilage or the commencement of 
an additional or temporary use does not require approval under s. 57(1) 
of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the  
criteria in (a) and (b) have been met and the person proposing to 
undertake the change of use has received a notice advising that the 
Director-General is satisfied: 

(a) the use does not involve the alteration of the fabric, layout 
or setting of the item or the carrying out of development 
other than that permitted by other standard or site specific 
exemptions; and 

(b) the use does not involve the cessation of the primary use 
for which the building was erected, a later significant use 
or the loss of significant associations with the item by 
current users;  

2. A person proposing to change the use of an item or its curtilage or to 
commence an additional or temporary use of an item or its curtilage in 
the manner described in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-
General and describe the changes proposed.  If the Director-General is 
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in 
paragraph 1(a) and (b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

For the purposes of this standard exemption any change of use which is 
inconsistent with specific conditions of any previous approval or consent such 
as hours of operation or nature of conduct of an activity requires approval 
under section 57(1) or the modification of an approval under section 65A of 
the Heritage Act.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 10:  NEW BUILDINGS 

1. Subdivision under the Strata Scheme (Freehold Development) Act or 
Strata Scheme (Leasehold Development) Act of the interior of a 
building that has been constructed since the listing of the item on the 
State Heritage Register or the publication of an interim heritage order in 
the Gazette which applies to the land does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act.   

2. Alteration to the interior of a building which has been cons tructed since 
the listing of the item on the State Heritage Register or the publication 
of an interim heritage order in the Gazette which applies to the land 
does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.   

 

Guidelines 

Subdivision to which clause 1 of this standard exemption applies must not 
subdivide the curtilage of the exterior of a building other than approved car 
spaces.  A strata plan which otherwise proposes the subdivision of the 
curtilage of a heritage item requires approval under section 57(1) of the 
Heritage Act. 

For the purposes of clause 2 of this standard exemption, alterations to the 
interior of a building: 

• do not include internal alterations to additions to buildings which 
existed prior to the listing of the site on the State Heritage Register or 
publication of the interim heritage order; 

• must not affect the external appearance of the building such as by 
balcony enclosure or window screening; and 

• must not be inconsistent with any specific conditions of a previous 
approval. 

Such alterations require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 11:  TEMPORARY STRUCTURES 

1. The erection of temporary structures does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that 
the criteria in (a) and (b) have been met and the person proposing to 
erect the structure has received a notice advising that the Director-
General is satisfied: 

(a) the structure will be erected within and used for a 
maximum period of 4 weeks after which it will be removed 
within a period of 2 days and not erected again within a 
period of 6 months; and 

(b) the structure is not to be located where it could damage or 
endanger significant fabric including landscape or 
archaeological features of its curtilage or obstruct 
significant views of and from heritage items.  

2. A person proposing to erect a structure of the kind described in 
paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and set out the nature 
of the structure, the use for the structure and how long it will remain in 
place and the next occasion on which it is anticipated that the structure 
will be erected.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed 
development meets the criteria set out in paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b) the 
Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

The cumulative impact of the multiple use of this standard exemption will be 
considered by the Director in the assessment of the simultaneous 
construction of a number of temporary structures or a succession of 
temporary structures which may have a prolonged adverse impact on heritage 
significance of the item. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 12:  LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE 

1. Landscape maintenance which is of the type described below does not 
require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) weeding, watering, mowing, top-dressing, pest control 
and fertilizing necessary for the continued health of 
plants, without damage or major alterations to layout, 
contours, plant species or other significant landscape 
features;  

(b) pruning to control size, improve shape, flowering or 
fruiting and the removal of diseased, dead or dangerous 
material, not exceeding 20% of the crown of a tree within 
a period of 2 years; or 

(c) tree surgery by a qualified horticulturist or tree surgeon 
necessary for the health of those plants. 

NOTE 1: In relation to cemeteries, landscape features include monuments, 
grave markers, grave surrounds, fencing, path edging and the like. 

 

Guidelines 

Landscape features and gardens are fundamental to the setting of heritage 
items and are important to the appreciation of heritage significance.  
Landscape setting is by its nature evolving and often requires more regular 
maintenance than other elements of heritage fabric.  Horticultural advice may 
be required to ensure a regime of maintenance appropriate to the retention of 
heritage significance of a place.  General advice about landscape 
maintenance is provided by The Maintenance of Heritage Assets: A Practical 
Guide Information Sheet 9.1 Heritage Gardens and Grounds, printed versions 
available from the NSW Heritage Office. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 13:  SIGNAGE 

1. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) 
below does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) temporary signage which is located behind or on the glass 
surface of a shop window which is not internally 
illuminated or flashing and is to be removed within eight 
weeks; or  

(b) a real estate sign indicating that the place is for auction, 
sale or letting and related particulars and which is 
removed within 10 days of the sale or letting of the place; 

2. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) 
below does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that 
the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria in (a) and (b) 
respectively have been met and the person proposing to erect it has 
received a notice advising that the Director-General is satisfied: 

(a) the erection of non-illuminated signage for the sole 
purpose of providing information to assist in the 
interpretation of the heritage significance of the item and 
which will not adversely affect significant fabric including 
landscape or archaeological  features of its curtilage or 
obstruct significant views of and from heritage items; or 

(b) signage which is in the form of a flag or banner 
associated with a building used for a purpose which 
requires such form of promotion such as a theatre or 
gallery, which is displayed for a maximum period of eight 
weeks and which will not adversely affect significant fabric 
including landscape or archaeological features of its 
curtilage; 

3. A person proposing to erect signage of the kind described in paragraph 
2 must write to the Director-General and describe the nature and 
purpose of the advertising or signage. If the Director-General is 
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in 
paragraph 2(a) or 2(b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

4. Signage of the kind described in paragraphs 1 and 2 must: 

(a) not conceal or involve the removal of signage which has 
an integral relationship with the significance of the item; 

(b) be located and be of a suitable size so as not to obscure 
or damage significant fabric of the item;  

(c) be able to be later removed without causing damage to 
the significant fabric of the item; and 

(d) reuse existing fixing points or insert fixings within existing joints 
without damage to adjacent masonry. 
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Guidelines 

In addition to the requirements of clause 4 of the standard exemptions, 
signage may be controlled by development control plans or signage policies 
prepared by the relevant local council.  The operation of the standard 
exemptions do not affect the requirements for consent  by local councils or the 
need to satisfy any signage policies which may have been adopted by them.  

Additional forms of signage not addressed by this standard exemption may 
not require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if they satisfy the 
requirements of other standard exemptions such as Standard Exemption 7 
(Minor Activities with no Adverse Impact on Heritage Significance) or 
Standard Exemption 8 (Non-significant Fabric). 

Signage in accordance with clause 2(a) of the standard exemption for the 
purpose of assisting the interpretation of heritage significance: 

• requires approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if additional 
information is provided which is unrelated to heritage interpretation 
such as commercial promotion or sponsorship; and 

• must be in accordance with Interpreting Heritage Places and Items 
published by the NSW Heritage Office and available online. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 14: BURIAL SITES AND 
CEMETERIES 

 

1. Development on land within a burial site or cemetery which is of the 
type described in (a), (b) or (c) below does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act:  

(a) the creation of a new grave;  

(b) the erection of monuments or grave markers in a place of 
consistent character, including materials, size and form, which 
will not be in conflict with the character of the place; or  

(c) an excavation or disturbance of land for the purpose of 
carrying out conservation or repair of monuments or grave 
markers; 

 provided that there will be no disturbance to human remains, to relics in 
the form of grave goods, associated landscape features or to a place of 
Aboriginal heritage significance. 

 

2. A person proposing to carry out development in the manner described 
in paragraph 1(b) or (c) must write to the Director-General and describe 
the development proposed.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the 
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the 
Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

3. This exemption does not apply to the erection of above-ground 
chambers, columbaria or vaults, or the designation of additional areas 
to be used as a burial place.  

NOTE 1: Other standard exemptions apply to the maintenance, cleaning and 
repair of burial sites and cemeteries. 

 

Guidelines 

In addition to burial remains and artefacts, above ground cemetery elements 
may include headstones, footstones and other burial markers or monuments 
and associated elements such as grave kerbing, iron grave railings, grave 
furniture, enclosures and plantings.  It is important that cemeteries listed on 
the State Heritage Register have a conservation policy or conservation 
management plan endorsed by the Heritage Council and that it records the 
history and significant fabric of the place with policies for conservation, 
relocation and the erection of new monuments and grave markers. 
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Additional advice about the management of heritage cemeteries is provided 
in: 

• Cemeteries: Guidelines for their Care and Conservation, NSW 
Heritage Office, 1992; 

• Skeletal Remains, NSW Heritage Office, 1998; 

• Guidelines for Cemetery Conservation, National Trust of 
Australia (NSW), 2002. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 15:  COMPLIANCE WITH MINIMUM 
STANDARDS AND ORDERS 

1. Development which is required for the purpose of compliance with the 
minimum standards set out in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 or 
an order issued under either: 

(a) section 120 of the Heritage Act 1977 regarding minimum 
standards of maintenance and repair; or 

(b) section 121S of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 regarding an order which is 
consistent with a submission by the Heritage Council 
under section 121S(6) of that Act; 

does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act. 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption is intended to facilitate and expedite compliance with 
orders and minimum standards of maintenance and repair.  

The Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair replaced the “wilful 
neglect” provisions of the Heritage Act in 1999.  The minimum standards are 
contained in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 and are reproduced in the 
Heritage Information Series published by the NSW Heritage Office.  The 
minimum standards only apply to items listed on the State Heritage Register 
and relate to: 

• weather protection; 

• fire prevention and protection; 

• security; and 

• essential maintenance and repair to prevent serious or irreparable 
damage. 

Maintenance and repair which exceed the minimum standards in the 
Regulation may be exempt from approval under other standard exemptions 
(refer to #1 and #2). 

Orders under s.121S(6) of the EP&A Act are those given by a council or other 
consent authority in relation to an item listed on the State Heritage Register, 
land to which an interim heritage order applies or a heritage item listed under 
an environmental planning instrument.  Orders must not be given in relation to 
items listed on the State Heritage Register or land to which an interim heritage 
order relates unless the consent authority has given notice of it to the Heritage 
Council and considered any submission made by it.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 16:  SAFETY AND SECURITY 

1. The following development does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria 
in (a) or (b) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the 
development has received a notice advising that the Director-General 
is satisfied: 

(a) the erection of temporary security fencing, scaffolding, 
hoardings or surveillance systems to prevent 
unauthorised access or secure public safety which will not 
adversely affect significant fabric of the item including 
landscape or archaeological features of its curtilage; or 

(b) development, including emergency stabilisation, 
necessary to secure safety where a building or part of a 
building has been irreparably damaged or destabilised 
and poses a safety risk to its users or the public. 

2. A person proposing to undertake development of the kind described in 
paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and describe the 
development and, if it is of the kind set out in 1(b), provide certification 
from a structural engineer having experience with heritage items 
confirming the necessity for the development with regard to the criteria 
set out in 1(b) and any adverse impact on significant fabric.  If the 
Director-General is satisfied that the proposed development meets the 
criteria set out in paragraph 1(a) or (b), the Director-General shall notify 
the applicant. 

 

Guidelines  

Development exempt under this standard exemption must be for the 
temporary or emergency securing of safety for users or the public.  
Permanent upgrading of site or building security may be exempt under other 
standard exemptions such as #7 (Minor Activities with no Adverse Impact on 
Heritage Significance) or #8 (Non-significant Fabric).  Development described 
in 1(b) of this exemption is intended to apply in circumstances where there 
has been damage caused by a sudden change in circumstances of the 
building such as a  catastrophic event, rather than safety risks which may 
arise from ongoing neglect of maintenance. 

Emergency maintenance and repairs such as required following a storm event 
may be exempt under other standard exemptions such as #1 (Maintenance 
and Cleaning) and #2 (Repairs).  More intrusive means of upgrading security 
which may damage significant fabric will require the submission of an 
application under section 60 of the Heritage Act. 

Development in accordance with this exemption must be undertaken with 
minimal intervention to significant fabric.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 17: MOVABLE HERITAGE ITEMS 

1. The temporary relocation of movable heritage items, including 
contents, fixtures and objects, to ensure their security, maintenance 
and preservation, for conservation or exhibition, to ensure health or 
safety, the need for a controlled environment for those heritage items, 
or to protect the place, and which are to be returned to their present 
location within six months, does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act.  

2. A person proposing to relocate a movable heritage item as set out in 
paragraph 1 must advise the Director-General in writing of the 
proposed location and the reasons for its relocation.  If the Director-
General is satisfied that the temporary relocation meets the criteria set 
out in paragraph 1 the Director-General shall notify the applicant.  

 
Guidelines 
 
Movable heritage items or objects which are listed on the State Heritage 
Register must be specifically referred to in the gazetted listing.  Unless 
specifically listed, the movable content of buildings such as furniture, paintings 
and other decoration is not movable heritage for the purposes of the Heritage 
Act which triggers approval requirements to “move, damage or destroy it”.  
 
The permanent relocation of an item of movable heritage such as listed ships 
or railway rolling stock will require the submission of an application under 
section 60 of the Heritage Act. 
 
Additional advice regarding movable heritage is provided by:  
 

• Objects in Their Place: An Introduction to Movable Heritage,  NSW 
Heritage Office, 1999; and 

• Movable Heritage Principles,  NSW Heritage Office and Ministry for 
the Arts, 1999. 

 
 
END 




